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Increasing awareness of controversy concerning community 

development has given incentives for study of the economic im- 

plications of community growth.    This research deals with the 

economic impact of a major addition to a rural economy,   the case 

in point is the Northwest Aluminum plant to be constructed in 

Clatsop County,   Oregon.    The study attempts to measure the 

effect of the operation of the plant on the significant economic 

sectors of the county including private business and local gov- 

ernment.    The economic impact of construction and future expan- 

sion of the community are not considered.    To determine the ex- 

tent of the economic impact data were secured by sampling busi- 

nesses and obtaining local government financial information. 

This information was analyzed within the framework of interindus- 

try analysis in an input-output model.    Projections were made as 



to the impact of the plant on businesses,   local government,  and 

households. 

The impact of the operation of the $150 million aluminum 

plant on the businesses of Clatsop Countywas estimated to be over 

$8 million.    Local government revenue could increase as much 

as $3 million under current tax rates.    The education sector in 

the county would receive nearly $1. 5 million additional revenue 

under the 1968 tax rate structure.    Household  income would 

rise more than $9 million from the anticipated $6 million payroll 

of the aluminum plant. 

In arriving at these estimates the interrelationships be- 

tween businesses and local government were determined.    Output 

multipliers which indicate a change in business activity for a 

one dollar change in final demand are determined for each eco- 

nomic sector.    These output multipliers range from $1.69 

for  agriculture    to    $1.09  for  services.      Income 

multipliers were developed to show the impact on all households 

due to a one dollar increase in payments to households of a 

specific economic sector.    These multipliers ranged from $2.61 

for the manufacturing and the City of Cannon Beach sectors to 

$1.02 for the county health department sector in local govern- 

ment. 
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AN INTERINDUSTRY ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS OF 
A NEW INDUSTRY ON THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE 

SECTORS IN CLATSOP COUNTY,   OREGON 

I.    INTRODUCTION 

Local people are becoming  increasingly concerned about 

their environment and problems relating to economic growth. 

Local committees and officials are interested in examining alter- 

natives which bring "development" and affect both environmental 

quality and economic growth.    Economists are challenged to look 

more closely at growth and environmental relationships in local 

economies to assist social decision making.    In support of social 

decisions the involvement of economies as a discipline is largely 

restricted to areas of relationships existing in the market place. 

Local sociological factors such as formal or informal objectives 

of the community on issues concerning environmental quality, 

quality of life,   etc.,   enter into the social decision making process. 

Development may be viewed as one of the means of achieving 

ends identified either formally or informally by the community. 

Area development should not be looked upon as an end in itself but 

as a means of expanding opportunities to individuals living within 

the area.    Economic change in many instances is viewed as area 

development and may be thought of as economic growth.    "The 

advantage of economic growth is not that wealth increases 
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happiness,   but that it increases the range of human choice. "~ 

In order to increase or maintain the range of human choice 

communities must maintain or increase economic strength.    Over 

the past several decades communities have looked toward different 

kinds of industry as an aid in accomplishing this task.    Within a 

community there may be several constraints which slow economic 

development.    Some of these may be the loss of markets,   the de- 

pletion of natural resources,   and the unwillingness or inability on 

the part of individuals to make adjustments.    If the community de- 

sires to overcome these constraints they may need assistance from 

resources not available in their area.    The availability of capital 

or labor,   for example,   may be limiting and could be imported to 

the area.    In order to allow analysis of development alternatives 

the relationship and distribution of costs and benefits of each alter- 

native needs to be identified. 

Problem 

As communities are confronted with development projects 

stresses are placed on existing social structures.    Public services 

—   Lewis,   W. Arthur,   "Is Economic Growth Desirable, " Studies 
in economic development,   ed.  by Bernard Okum and Richard 
Richardson.    Holt,   Rhinehart,   and Winston,   New York,   1963, 
p.  478. 



within an area may become inadequate.    For example,   education 

facilities may not meet the needs of a growing and changing 

society.    Law enforcement services and welfare programs may 

need to be updated to provide insurance of security to the expanding 

society.    Planning for these changes has been the responsibility of 

local people with the aid of regulations formed in all levels of 

government. 

There are a number of difficult situations confronting re- 

searchers when they attempt to study problems relating to com- 

munity or area development.    The initial difficulty in research for 

area development is delineating a functional economic area.    In 

order to make a comprehensive and meaningful study under the 

restraint of limited research resources it is helpful for the area 

to be small enough and self sufficient enough to examine community 

and business interactions.    It is also helpful for an area to conduct 

different kinds of economic activity and to be confronted with a 

major impact or stress which can be measured. 

In viewing the desirable qualities of a researchable commun- 

ity,   Clatsop County,   Oregon,  provides a number of these charac- 

teristics.    It has several natural resource, based economic 

activities that provide diversity to the economic community.    The 

county is somewhat isolated from any large metropolitan influence 

and is anticipating the entry of a large industry.    Clatsop County 



has physical features which offer growth potential and is pro- 

jected to be a major area of industrial growth in the state of 

Oregon (Oregon.      State  Water  Resources . Board.      1969). 

This  study deals with the economic impact of a large 

aluminum plant on the economy of Cla.tsop County,   Oregon. 

Focus is given on the effect of two parts of the local economy; the 

private businesses and local government. 

The private businesses may be defined as that portion of the 

local economy where the exchange of goods and services are meas- 

ured by direct exchange of money in the raarket.     The local govern- 

ment sectors may be defined as that portion of the local economy 

where goods and services are not exchanged directly using money 

as a medium but are legislated or administered within the local 

government framework by officials and regulations. 

This study is the first of a proposed research series to 

study the impact of industrial development within this community 

structure. 

Objectives 

The general objective of this study is to identify and measure 

the impact of industrialization on a rural community in order to 

gain some appreciation for the complexities confronting a rural area 

involved in industrial development.    It is the intention to draw 



those implications which would assist decision making by local 

groups interested in influencing the nature of local development. 

Specific Objectives 

The specific objectives of this study are to: 

1) Determine the economic base of Clatsop County,   Oregon. 

2) Predict the economic impact,   within the limits of the study, 

of the proposed industrialization on the business and local 

government sectors of Clatsop County,   Oregon. 

Procedure 

The industrial impact upon Clatsop County,   Oregon,   will be 

projected from an economic base established in this study.    The 

cause of the impact is the operation of the Northwest Aluminum 

plant scheduled to be built in the Astoria-Warrenton area. 

The model used in the analysis of the industrial impact is 

based on interindustry theory and has traditionally been called an 

input-output model.    A sample of local businesses interviewed 

primarily for sales information and information from the local gov- 

ernment sectors is used to compile the model for the county. 

The function of input-output analysis is two fold:    1) the 

description of the current economic structure including a 

determination of the interrelationships within the county, 



2) the determination of the direct and indirect (secondary) effects 

on all sectors of the economy due to the operation of the aluminum 

plant.    The relationships between and among the business sectors 

and the local government sectors will be emphasized. 



II.    INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

Communities involved in expansion of industrial activity may 

experience a number of complex economic changes.    To establish 

a background for understanding the nature of these changes two 

areas will be treated:    1) The general situation of Clatsop County, 

and 2) several economic relationships that often take place in a 

community involved in economic growth. 

General County Situation 

Clatsop County is located in the extreme northwest corner 

of Oregon.    The Astoria-Warrenton area,   where the Northwest 

Aluminum plant is being built,   is 99 railroad miles northwest of 

Portland,   Oregon.    This situation provides an excellent opportunity 

to study the effects of a relatively large industrial operation upon 

a local economy. 

Business and social activity in the county,   for the most part, 

is conducted along the Columbia River,   down the Pacific Coast,   and 

inland a short distance along the main waterways. 

The county is well situated for a number of natural resource 

based economic activities.    Timber production utilizes the rough 

mountainous inland areas.    With an annual rainfall exceeding 70 

inches and with a cool,   moderate temperature (average 51 degrees) 
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the counties experiences high yields of good quality timber.     Live- 

stock,   mink,   dairy,   and horticulture crops are the main sources of 

agriculture income.    The production of sea foods is a major industry 

and a number of excellent recreation facilities are located throughout 

the county.     Ninety percent of the county is utilized by forest land, 

8% by farm land,   and 2% for recreation,   towns,   roads,   and waste 

land (Oregon,     Clatsop County Extension Service,   1968), 

The geographic location of the Astoria-Warrenton area with 

the current potential port facilities makes a prime location for an 

industry requiring large quantities of inputs to be shipped in for 

refinement and production.    The Port of Astoria and adjoining bay 

area has the potential of accommadating large ocean freighters, 

2/ 
including the super freighters that will be used in the future.— 

Private Business 

A multitude of economic flows may be found between and 

among the private and public sectors of an economy. 

Included in the business sectors are all private businesses 

and those publicly financed firms that exchange their goods and 

2/ 
— Personal interview with C.   E.   Hodges,   General Manager, 
Port of Astoria,   Astoria,   Oregon. 



services in the same way as privately owned firms.    An example 

of the latter is the p ro du ct i o n   and   sale of electricity by 

the Bonneville Power Administration operated by the federal 

government. 

Public Services 

All counties have a number of local government entities 

(e. g. ,   education,   county roads,   law enforcement,   etc. ) which 

are responsible for providing local public services. 

The quantity and quality of public services are determined 

by the people through their local government officials and the 

regulations governing the products of the local public sectors. 

All of the public sectors of specific interest in this study are de- 

fined in Chapter IV and come from county and local government. 

Some of the inputs needed for the local government sectors 

such as labor and physical inputs are procured in the market. 

Revenue to purchase these inputs is acquired for the most part by 

the assessment of ad valorem taxes and state income taxes col- 

lected from businesses and individuals.    Additional revenue comes 

from the sale of franchises,   licenses,   and direct fees collected 

from private firms. 
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The total assessed valuation of Clatsop County on the tax role 

as of July 1,   1968,   was $314, 090, 969-    Total ad valorem revenue 

was $6, 733, 633. 28,   composed of $5, 418, 667. 83 from real property, 

$728, 659. 28 from personal property,   and $586, 316. 17 from utilities 

(Clatsop County.   County Assessor.   1968).    Utilities are considered 

in this study as a part of private businesses providing goods and 

services  to both businesses  and local  government. 

Aluminum Sector 

The aluminum plant,   considered in this study as an induced 

change,   is being built adjacent to the city of Warrenton on the west 

side of Youngs Bay.    There was limited site preparation at the close 

of 1968 and construction had not started on the plant facilities. 

Engineering projections of the aluminum plant show two reduction 

pot-lines.    It is estimated that full production will occur around 1972. 

Cost of the aluminum plant has been estimated at $150, 000, 000. 

This includes necessary land purchase for the plant site,   construc- 

tion of the plant,   and acquisition of operating equipment.    Estimated 

production costs will be reported in Chapter VI and used in the raodel 

to predict the impact on business activity,   local government,   and 

household income of the county.    The production costs reported are 

estimates made by an aluminum company executive. 
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Area Development 

Economists have been concerned for a number of years with 

relationships of various economic activities related to resource de- 

velopment.     The following remarks are not intended to be an ex- 

haustive literature search but a discussion of research closely 

allied to the subject of interest.     The central point,   aside from 

some physical explanation concerning aluminum production,   is 

related to economic multipliers and industrial impact. 

Stoevener (1966) wrote concerning the influence of water 

quality by a paper and pulp plant upon the recreation potential of 

the Yaquina estuary at Newport and Toledo,   Oregon.    He utilized 

an input-output model to determine the economic impact of various 

alternatives for moving waste material from the plant to the ocean. 

The total output changes of the local economy were estimated to 

drop $94, 120 annually when the waste material was dumped 

directly into the bay from the plant.    A drop in household income was 

indicated to be $17, 603.     There was another alternative explored 

in the article and the model was used to give predictions of this 

alternative for waste disposal.     The other alternative explored was 

transporting half of the disposal waste to the ocean and dumping 

the other half at the plant.     This resulted in a $52, 056 estimated 

drop in business income. 
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Bromley (1967) investigated the effect of a change in cattle 

grazing and timber cutting policy on federal lands upon the economy 

of Grant County,   Oregon.    He estimated that the 13 economic sectors 

identified in the study would have a. decrease of $623, 739 in gross 

sales due to a 20% reduction in grazing allotments on public lands. 

This would in turn reduce business payments to households in the 

county by $71, 280. 

More specific,   perhaps,   to industrial development is the 

work by Miller (1957) who writes concerning the physical operation 

and the economic impact of the aluminum industry in the Pacific 

Northwest.    The states of Washington,   Idaho,   and Oregon made up 

the study area. 

Miller's article indicates the material required for the produc- 

tion of two tons of alumina would be:   8, 000 pounds of bauxite, 

249-360 pounds of line,   280-400 pounds of soda ash,   2, 400-3, 000 

pounds of coal (3 to 4 million B. T. U. ) or 20, 000 to 26, 000 cubic 

feet of natural gas,   and 10-12 man hours.     The production of 

aluminum ingot from alumina would involve:    4, 000 pounds of 

alumina,   1, 300 pounds carbon paste,   60 pounds cryolite, 

80 pounds of aluminum fluoride,   20, 000 kilowatt hours of electricity, 

and 30 hours of labor.     The reason for mentioning these variable 

inputs-is to give some indication of the factors of production and 

magnitude of use. 
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Miller explained that location theory put forth by Weber 

3/ would dictate the production of alumina- from bauxite at the 

location of the bauxite deposits.    Miller states,   "In terms of the 

locational analysis developed by Alfred Weber,   the material index 

for alumina is greater than one,   with bauxite the dominant raw 

material" (Miller,   1957,   p.   200).    The material index is equal to 

the sum of the dollar value of the locational materials divided by 

the weight of the product (Weber,   1929).    When other things are 

considered such as transportation of raw materials,   labor and 

energy requirements,   and the possibility of exporting some of 

these from the United States,   the analysis goes beyond pure 

Weberian theory.    In its place,   Miller presents the theory of 

"nodality" developed by W.  H.  Dean (Dean,   1938).    This theory 

takes into consideration charges for transportation,   loading and 

unloading,   and storage occurring at nodal transfer points.    Nodal 

transfer points are considered to be at tidewater.    Further elabora- 

tion on the theoretical basis for Miller's work can be found in 

Dean's work. 

If electricity and labor costs are the same at all points 

3/ —    Alumina (Al   O  ) is the first  step  in  the   production  of 

aluminum. 
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alumina would become the most important factor in aluminum 

production.    Reduction would,   therefore,   occur at the alumina 

plants.    Electricity and labor are not available at the same cost 

at all points.    In the case of electricity,   transporting it in excess 

of about a 250-mile radius is not economical.    Miller (1967,   p. 

201) indicates this makes electricity,   because of the relative 

mobility of labor,   the limiting factor of production.    This suggests 

the reason why the Pacific Northwest is a desirable location for 

aluminum plants.    The relative location of the Astoria-Warrenton 

area has an added advantage of ocean access and the Columbia 

River as a means of transportation for bauxite and possibly the 

export of aluminum ingot. 

The location of finishing and fabricating plants is oriented 

toward the market of finished products more than the production 

of ingot.    These plants would be found in the Northwest only to 

the extent finished aluminum products are utilized.    This is true 

because of freight rate differentials between ingot and the finished 

product.     The freight rates favor the lower  valued product ingot. 

Miller employed input-output theory in estimating that 4% 

of the total population increase of the Pacific Northwest from  1941 

to 1947 was due to the establishment of the aluminum industry. 

Using this northwest regional figure as an indication of population or 
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economic growth in Clatsop County would seem unwarranted as the 

situation is quite different.    The tax base alone will be increased 

48% by the aluminum plant based on 1968 assessment values. 

Leakages 

In the course of industrial development an economy exper- 

iencing an industrial upsurge may not benefit as much as a first 

glance might indicate.    Economists attribute this reduction in 

impact to leakages.    These are defined for a given area by Chenery 

and Clark (1959,   p.   31) as "all factor payments,   taxes and imports. " 

Added to this list can be savings of local people.    Examples of 

leakages in this study would be payments made for goods and 

services purchased outside Clatsop County,   and wages paid to 

workers who live outside the county. 

All taxes are not necessarily considered as leakages.    The 

taxes present in most instances are divided into federal,   state, 

and local categories.    In this study local taxes would not be con- 

sidered a leakage because they are not considered a part of primary 

payments or value added but are a portion of the monetary flow of 

intermediate transactions within the county. 

Stevens (1964) in his study of the industrial development of 

Howard County,   Indiana,   found the impact upon the local economy 

less than expected due to the magnitude of leakages.    Some of the 
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loss of dollars could be attributed to the import of labor.    This 

was due to the number of people commuting into the county to take 

advantage of the added employment opportunities provided by in- 

dustrialization.    This one fact accounted for over half of the 

county's increase in manufacturing employment.    This study 

shows that as a result of this and other leakages an employment 

4/ multiplier of 1.4 was calculated. —     If the magnitude of leakages 

had not been so great the multiplier would have been higher. 

Employment 

The magnitude and type of employment is often of concern 

to local residents and policy makers when industrial expansion 

occurs.    Past studies indicate that increased employment oppor- 

tunities do not always solve current unemployment problems.    In 

the study cited previously,   Stevens (1964) pointed out that off-farm 

5/ employment-   did not increase a great deal,   444 employed in 

1949 to 452 in 1959.    This was a net change of only 1.8%.    Also, 

the yearly rate of unemployment for Howard County,   Indiana,   in- 

creased rather than decreased.    There may be  only a  slight 

4/ — The employment multiplier means that for every new position 
created through industrialization,   there was .4 positions created 
in the rest of the economy. 

5/ — Off-farm employment means those laborers having farm inter- 
ests and supplement their farm income with outside employment. 
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resemblance between this situation and Clatsop County.    It should 

be pointed out,   however,   that much of the fishing,   timber,   and 

recreational enterprises in Clatsop County are seasonal.    The 

study of Howard County,   Indiana,   indicated a reshuffling of employ- 

ment but not an elimination of unemployment. 

Jordan (1967) studied the effect of a shirt manufacturing 

plant on a rural community in the Ozarks.    He found most of the 

employees were women and this created an imbalance from the 

lack of employment opportunities for men.     This situation is some- 

what reraoved from Clatsop County, since employment opportunities in 

the aluminum plant will be primarily for men.    Within Clatsop 

County there is a large work force of women ■who are employed by 

the fish processing industry.    Some influence could be felt on wages 

for these women workers due to the other women moving into the 

community as part of the family unit when the aluminum plant be- 

gins operation. 

Wadsworth (I966),   in his study of southern Indiana discussed 

the effect of people working outside a county discontinuing their 

commuting in favor of local job opportunities.    This may cause a 

decrease in money coming into a county from the export of labor 

and should be considered in the net effect of industrialization. 
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III.     THE MODEL 

The model used in this study utilizes the basic analytical 

6/ 
framework of a regional-   input-output model.    With modification 

incorporated by this study the model should more appropriately be 

called a trade analysis utilizing intput-output theory.    The basic 

tool,   however,   will follow very closely to the explanation put forth 

by Chenery and Clark (1959) and Miernyk (1965).    Deviations from 

these generally accepted methods will be explained in this and sub- 

sequent chapters. 

History of Input-Output 

The input-output analytical method was developed from the 

theory of general equilibrium.    The first publication relating to 

input-output analysis was published by Francis Quesnay in 1758 in 

his Tableau Econimique.   He attempted to explain the interdepen- 

dence of various operations of a single firm.    It showed graph- 

ically the different activities that increased the valuation of a 

product.    The basic process was not utilized again until Leon 

Walras printed his Elements d' economic politique pure.   His 

—    The term regional! refers to a large area covering several 
states such as the Pacific Northwest. 
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main interest was to determine all prices in an economy at the 

same time.    He was one of the first to work with production coeffi- 

cients,   consumer income,   and expenditures.    Other early workers 

included Gustov Cassel of Sweden and   Vilfredo Pareto of Italy. 

The entire concept was not utilized until about 1931 when Wassily 

Leontief started his model of the United States economy.    His first 

results were published in 1936.    Since that time the model has been 

used to study regional and interregional economic problems.    More 

recently it has been utilized as a tool for studying county econom- 

ies and problems relating to community development. 

The Theory 

The economy to be studied is divided into economic sectors. 

An economic sector is composed of business firms or economic 

entities,   such as certain segments of local government,   which 

produce similar kinds of products.    Upon their determination the 

economic sectors are listed as both purchasing and selling sectors. 

This is so because input-output theory is similar to double entry 

bookkeeping where every sale by one economic sector is a purchase 

by some other economic sector.    In this manner each purchase for 

the economy within a given time period may be recorded to deter- 

mine the magnitude of sales and purchases between each economic 

sector. 
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The basis for any study involving input-output analysis 

7/ 
utilizes matrix algebra. —     Matrix manipulation and the basic 

input-output model can be explained by following the example in 

Figure 1. 

Purchasing sectors 

X. 

CO 
u 
o 
O 
<U 
CO 

CO 

2 

3 

V. 
J 

X. 

xll 
xr2 X13 Yl Xl 

X21 X22 X23 Y2 X2 

X31 X32 X33 Y3 X3   i 

Vl V2 V3 VT 

Xl X2 
 1  

X3 XT 

Figure 1.    Hypothetical Transaction Matrix 

In this example it is assumed there are only three economic 

sectors;  1,   2,   and 3.    These are listed across the top of Figure 1 

as purchasing sectors and down the left side as selling sectors. 

Any element within the portion of the matrix designated by x    , 

^12' 
,   x.      is considered the processing portion and expresses 

7/ —    A matrix is an array of numbers arranged in columns and 
rows. 
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the value of goods and services purchased by firms in sectors 

listed across the top from firms in sectors listed down the side. 

For example,   x      would be the value of goods and services pur- 

chased by firms in purchasing sector 2 from firms in selling 

sector 1.    Also x      would be the value of goods and services pur- 

chased by firms in sector 2 from other firms in sector 2.    These 

are termed as intrasectoral transactions. 

In matrix notation a row of numbers is a straight line of 

numerical digits reading from left to right across the table and 

designated by subscript  "i" in the notation.    A column is a line 

of digits reading from top to bottom and is designated by the sub- 

script  "j".    The   "i"   subscript appears first in any cell designa- 

tion.    Thus,   the numerical value in cell x1    would indicate the 

value of transactions between the first selling sector and the second 

purchasing sector.    The general term for any element in the 

processing portion is  x... 

A great deal of significance of an input-output model comes 

from the processing portion of the matrix designated by the  x./s. 

The   x.. elements may be defined as the intermediate transactions 

within an economy showing the interdependency of one sector on 

another.    The purchases made by the j      sector from the i 

selling sector are used to produce additional intermediate products 

or for final consumption. 
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The V.'s listed across the bottom of the matrix are a 
J 

measure of the purchases made by the j       sector for primary 

inputs.    These purchases are listed below the processing sector 

and are termed exogenous to the processing sector.    The economic 

sectors involved in the value added category will be defined in 

Chapter IV. 

Another division exogenous to the processing sector on the 

purchasing side of the transaction matrix is final demand.    These 

are the purchases made from the i      sector for consumption or 

final use and are designated as Y..    The sector constituents and 
i 

further explanation of final demand will be presented in Chapter IV. 

In Figure 1 there is an X representing the sum of either a 

row or a column.    Summation of a row is designated as X    and 

is a measure of the total sales or output of the i      sector.    The 

sum of a column is designated as X. and is the total purchases made 

f"Vi 
by the j      sector.    In each case there is an X.   equal to X.  where 

"i" is equal to "j".    For example,   X    as total output of the first 

selling sector is equal to X     the total of the first purchasing 

sector.    This principle holds for all sectors.    This is true for 

the model due to Euler's Theorem which indicates that without 

economies of scale the total product is equal to the sum of the 

individual shares.    This means that within the limitation of the 

model if total output,   X.,   is to increase by a certain percentage 
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the purchases,    X.,   must increase by the same percentage.    For 

further explanation of constant returns to scale see Stigler (1966). 

If X    is the total gross output of sector 1 then 

Xl   =  Xll +  X12 +  X13  +   Yl (1) 

or >      x. . +   Y.   =   X. (2) 
jl, ^+ Y^ X' 

Rewritten in the general case for m  selling (producing) sectors 

and n purchasing sectors: 

n 
(3) y. x.. +. Y. = x. 

fil 1J    1    1 

th 
for the i     sector.    Also a general form for  X.  would be 

J 

m 
7       x..  +  V.   =  X. (4) 

i=l       1J J J 

The total of all final demand in the model is analogous to gross 

national product in a national economy (Davis,   1968).    It could 

be designated here as an approximation of gross county product. 

Coefficients 

A closer examination of the transaction matrix and the   x.. 

elements forming the processing portion show there are further 

implications.    Technical or direct coefficients can be determined 

by answering the question:    "What portion per unit output is 
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purchased from each of the producing sectors? "'   This question is 

answered by dividing any element of a purchasing sector,   x..,   by 

the total output for the j      sector.    Since the total output is equal 

to the total purchases  X.  may be used to express the direct coeffi- 

cients in monetary terms. 

The equation for direct inputs per unit output for the j 

sector may be expressed as a.,  and determined 

th 

x.. 
(5) 

These coefficients are explained by Bromley (1967) as 

"a..   =   share of every dollar of j's   output which is spent in-the 

i      sector for intermediate goods and services."    The  a./s 

carry the dimensions of direct inputs per dollar of output and 

may be expressed in matrix form.    For the example in Figure 1 

including three sectors 1,   2,   3,   these would be written: 

a a a 
11 12 13 

a a a 
21 22 23 

a a a 
31 32 33 

=    A 

where   "A" is the matrix notation for the entire array of direct 

coefficients. 

In order to determine what the total effect will be in an 
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economy from a unit change in final demand it is necessary to go a 

step further and calculate the direct plus the indirect effects.    In- 

direct effects result from a dollar increase in final demand making 

a total impact larger than the direct effects as explained by the 

a.^s.    An industry will in turn increase its output which will cause 

a greater demand of products from other industries.    This process 

will continue throughout the economy until all indirect effects have 

been realized and the economy reaches a new equilibrium. 

In order to determine these direct plus indirect effects it is 

convenient to express their derivation in algebraic form.    Re- 

writing equations (3) and (5) 

n 
7     x..  +   Y.   = X. 

jil     « 1 1 (3) 

J 

or x..   = a..  X. (5a) 

and substituting (5a) into (3) 

n 
V     a..  X.  +   Y.   =  X. 

3 = 1       J      J 

following in matrix notation for all sectors. 

AX +  Y  = X (6) 

where  X is a column vector representing total output,   and 
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Y is a column vector representing final demand. 

Solving for X: 

Y  = X-AX or  X-AX  =   Y 

X[I-A]  =   Y 

X =   Y/[I-A] (7) 

where  I is an identity matrix which is the same as a   1   in regular 

mathematical manipulation and,   for this example would be a 3x3 

square matrix with a   1   on the main diagonal and O's on the off- 

diagonal elements: 

1 

1 

=   I 

Division in matrix algebra is accomplished by solving the 

inverse of the [I-A] matrix. 

This makes equation (7) read 

X =  [I-A]"1   Y (8) 

The [l-A]       matrix depicts the direct and indirect effects for a 

dollar change in final demand and can be written for the example 

as 
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[I-A] 
-1 

1-a 
11 

21 

"12 

1-a 
22 

-1 
-a 

13 

23 
=   R 

u31 32 
1-a 

33 

The [l-A]       matrix is designated by Leontief (1966),   Miernyk 

(1965) and Ghosh (1964) as   "R"  with elements designated as   r... 

These elements have the dimensions of direct plus indirect inputs 

per dollar output for the j       sector expressed in monetary figures. 

Assumptions 

There are certain limitations involved in working with 

input-output theory.    These limitations are encompassed in the 

assumptions put forth by Leontief and summarized by Chenery and 

Clark (1959): 

"Each commodity (or group of commodities) is 
supplied by a single industry or sector of production. 
Corollaries of this assumption are (a) that only one 
method is used for producing each group of commodi- 
ties; and (b) that each sector has only a single primary 
output. 

"The inputs purchased by each sector are a 
function only of the level of output of that sector. 

"The total effect of carrying on several types 
of production is the sum of the separate effects. 
This is known as the additivity assumption,   which 
rules out external economies and diseconomies. " 
(Chenery and Clark,   1959,   p.   33-34) 
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The first assumption deals with the aggregation of firms 

into industries.    The closer one can come to aggregating firms 

which have the same inputs and outputs the less likely will be the 

violation of this assumption. 

The second assumption states that technical or direct 

coefficients,   a.^s.   do not change over time.    By fixing the a., 

coefficients in the model any risk and uncertainty that is present 

in the transactions of the economy is fixed and will not change over 

time.     The model is a "static" model and does not allow for changes 

in the input or output mix of the economic sectors.    It is expected 

that due to the change in technology these input coefficients will 

change.    The real question is how much and to what degree will 

this affect the predictability of the model. 

The additivity assumption rules out any economies or dis- 

economies of scale.     This means if any sector expands production 

it will buy additional inputs based on the a., coefficients.     The time 

honored criteria of fixed and variable costs is violated by this 

assumption.     The assumption forces all purchased inputs into 

complete divisibility on a unit basis.     The assumption also rules 

out any resource substitution between sectors.     The aggregation of 

of businesses into sectors and large anticipated changes in final 

demand that usually occur in working with the model helps correct 

this problem. 
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Predictions 

The model has traditionally been used to predict effects on 

total output due to a known change in final demand.    In this study 

the model will be used again as a predictor but a slight change in 

methodology will be instigated.    Explanation of this variation will 

be presented in Chapter V. 

There seems to be a difference of opinion by some writers 

on the value of the model for prediction.    Chenery and Clark 

(1959) indicate that only limited success can be expected as 

opposed to Miernyk (1965) who indicates a considerable amount of 

success in predictions.    Later work in using this study is intended 

to evaluate some of the problems encountered in predicting local 

economic changes with this model. 
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IV.     EMPIRICAL IMPLEMENTATION 
OF THE MODEL 

Going from a theoretical explanation of the model to an em- 

pirical application is not an easy task.    Many input-output studies 

have employed the use of national coefficients to avoid the task of 

collecting primary data.    In this study it would seem illogical to 

assume that a small coastal community had the same economic 

framework as any other community in the country.    For this and 

other reasons primary data were essential for this study. 

The following discussion deals with the empirical implementa- 

tion of the model to Clatsop County.    This is an intermediate step 

between the theoretical framework of the model and its application 

to the structural workings of the community 

The Processing Sectors 

The major portion of an input-output model is the processing 

portion.    This may be defined simply as the area in which all inter- 

mediate transactions are recorded.    The transactions are purchases 

or sales which are used to produce intermediate goods and services 

or for final consumption.    The value of the model depends upon the 

determination of the magnitude and the mix of these transactions. 

The intermediate transactions used in this study fall into 
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Figure 2.    Partitioning of Processing Portion of the 
Transaction Matrix. 

four partitions.    These four partitions show how the local govern- 

ment sections are brought into the processing portion of the model 

and the basic relationships between and among the local govern- 

ment sectors and the private sectors.    The four partititions are 

shown in Figure 2. 

Partition I,   Figure 2,   represents the sale expressed in dollar 

value of goods and services from the business sectors 1 through k 
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to the business purchasing sectors 1 through c.    In this particular 

case these are intermediate transactions between various private 

enterprise sectors of Clatsop County,   Oregon. 

Partition II represents the transactions between private 

sectors 1 throughk and local public sectors,   (c+1) through n. 

Partition III represents those dollar payments from private 

enterprise sectors,    1 through c   to public sectors,   (k+1)  through m. 

The assumption is made that an equal value of goods and services 

is sold by the public sectors to the private sectors.    This assump- 

tion is somewhat unrealistic because the quality and quantity of 

goods and services transferred from public to private sectors is 

determined by local officials and regulations governing these ser- 

vices.    The dollar payments to the public sectors are composed of 

payments of local taxes,   franchises',   licenses and the direct pur- 

chase of goods and services from the local government sectors 

identified later in this chapter. 

Partition IV is composed of intergovernmental transfers of 

dollars from local government,   sectors (c+1) through n to (k+1) 

through m.    Here again the assumption is made that an equal value 

of goods and services is exchanged. 
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Exogenous Sectors 

The remainder of the economic sectors fall into one of two 

general categories,   value added and final demand.    Value added 

are those sectors found on the selling side and composed of the 

following sectors: 

a) Households:    This row represents all payments to local 

households by the purchasing sectors listed across the 

top.    Included are payments for labor,   the direct sale of 

goods and services by individuals,   direct payments or 

transfers to individuals by local government. 

b) Government:    This row includes all payments to foreign, 

federal,   state,   and local government segments not in- 

cluded in the processing portion of the matrix.    These pay- 

ments would be primarily taxes,   fees and payments by 

local government for retirement programs and special 

state association fees or dues. 

c) Imports:    This designates the value of all goods and ser- 

vices purchased by the sectors listed across the top of the 

matrix from all private firms located outside Clatsop 

County. 

d) Depreciation and negative inventory changes.    This cate- 

gory represents depreciation taken by firms inside Clatsop 
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County and a decrease in inventory over a calendar or 

fiscal year by the same firms. 

Final demand,   found down the right side of Figure 2 contains 

the following sectors: 

a) Households:    This column represents the sale of goods 

and services produced by the private sectors listed on 

the left side to all individuals.    The lower half of the 

column represents the transfer of dollars from households 

inside Clatsop County to local government sectors.    These 

transfer payments would be household ad valorem taxes, 

fines,   fees and all other payments from individuals. 

b) Government:    The first half of this column is the value of 

purchases made by foreign,   federal,   state,   and other 

local government entities not included in the processing 

portion for all goods and services from the private selling 

sectors.    The lower half of this column is the transfer 

payments of federal and state funds into specific local 

government sectors. 

c) Exports:    This column is the value of all exported goods 

and services from all selling sectors in the processing 

portion of the matrix. 

d) Capital formation and inventory accumulation:   A measure 

of all capital items sold to all purchasing sectors listed 
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8/ across the top by the selling sectors on the left.— 

Business Aggregation 

The aggregation of business firms into economic sectors is 

one of the major problems confronting the use of input-output 

models as an analytical tool.    The grouping of businesses was 

accomplished by following closely the sector definitions used by 

Bromley (1967),   and the Standard Industrial Classification (S.I. C.) 

of business. 

Two separate sources of information were used to compile 

a complete list of business names and type.    A cross check be- 

tween Astoria and Seaside City Directory (1968),   and the Clatsop 

County Telephone Directory was used to develop such a list.    In 

the event it became impossible to determine which economic 

sector a business belonged the firm was contacted and asked for 

a specification of the sale of what product the firm derived its 

major source of income. 

Private Business Sectors 

Upon the completion of this listing the following sector 

8/ ~"    Inventory accumulation on the purchase side and depletion on 
the selling side are exogenous in a static model such as this one. 
In dynamic models discussed by Miernyk (1965),   Cameron (1968), 
and Chenery and Clark (1959) inventory changes may be endogenous 
to the model. 
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definitions found in Table 1 were adopted to make the business 

aggregation into industrial sectors.    There were 1, 818 businesses 

in Clatsop County that made up the statistical population.    These 

economic sectors make up the selling and purchasing sectors found 

in partition I of Figure 2. 

Financial information concerning these businesses was 

secured by personal interview with a random sample of these 

firms.    The sampling method is discussed later in this chapter. 

The general approach of this financial questionnaire was to ask 

the business firnas "sales" questions.    These business question- 

naires were totaled for each sector.    The sample information 

was then expanded to include the total population.    Entering the 

business sales information for each sector by row generated the 

private business portion of the transaction matrix for Clatsop 

County.    Additional financial information concerning purchases of 

primary inputs (value added) and sales to final demand sectors 

was also in the questionnaire.    The business financial question- 

naire is in Appendix I. 
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Table 1.    Aggregation of Businesses of Clatsop County,   Oregon 

Sector 
No. Sector Business types 

1 Lumber and lumber 
products 

Commercial fishing 

Logging,   log hauling,   lumber 
mills,   plywood mills,   timber 
dealers,   shingle manufacturing, 
logging contractors,   paper and 
pulp plants. 

Trollers,    otter trawlers,   gill- 
netters,   commercial clammers, 
commercial crabbers. 

Fish processing and 
products 

Agriculture and fur 

Manuf a c tu r ing 

Lodging 

Fish and sea foods dealers,   fish 
packing and processing,   fish 
packing cooperatives,   crab com- 
panies,   clam and shrimp 
processors. 

All farms and ranches which de- 
rive at least one half of the gross 
receipts from the sale of agricul- 
ture and fur products. 

Food processors (other than sea 
foods),   soft drink bottling com- 
panies,   meat and poultry 
processors,   creameries,   mach- 
ine manufacturing,   stone and clay 
processors,   glass products,   box 
products,   electric sauna manu- 
factures of sporting goods,   canvas 
products,   metal cans,   bio-products, 
ice cream,   bakers,   and foundaries. 

Hotels,   motels,   trailer parks, 
apartments,   boarding houses, 
rooming houses. 
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Sector 
No. Sector Business types 

Cafes and taverns 

Service stations and 
bulk plants 

Automotive sales and 
service 

Restaurants,   cafes,   taverns, 
drive-ins and short order eating 
places,   and ice cream parlors. 

All service stations and wholesale 
gasoline distributors. 

New and used auto and trailer 
sales,   tire stores,   parts and 
accessories,   auto repair shops, 
towing,   automotive body and paint 
shops,   tire stores,   auto upholstery, 
boat dealers,   trailer towing,   tire 
recapping and farm tractor 
dealers. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

Communications and 
Transportation 

Professional ser- 
vices 

Financial 

Construction 

Trucking,   railroads,   airlines,   buses, 
radio and television stations,   tele- 
phone company,   telegraph,   news- 
papers,   television cable company, 
taxicabs,   auto .leasing,   rpioving 
vans,   trailer rentals,   tugs and 
barge service. 

Doctors,   dentists,   lawyers, 
accountants,   bookkeepers,   chiro- 
practors,   architects,   surveyors, 
engineers,   medical and dental 
laboratories,   optometrists,   veter- 
inarians,   ambulance service, 
nursing homes,   and appraisers. 

Banks,   savings and loan associa- 
tions,   stock brokers,   financial 
companies and credit bureaus. 

Firms that contract for building, 
electrical,   plumbing,   road and 
highway,   plainting,   heating,   roof- 
ing,   flooring,   and ship builders, 
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Sector 
No. Sector Business types 

sand and gravel operations,   carpen- 
ters,   asphalt paving companies,   con- 
crete manufacturers,   excavators,   land 
levelers,   masonries,   well drillers, 
cabinet makers,   tile layers,   sheet 
metal firms,   plasterers,   electrical 
and hardware stores,  steel and pipe 
dealers,   ship builders,   retail lumber 
yards,   salvage companies,   and com- 
mercial refrigeration contractors. 

14 Product oriented 
(wholesale-retail) 

15 Service oriented 
(wholesale-retail) 

Natural gas companies,   fuel oil deal- 
ers,   electric utilities,   bottled gas 
suppliers,   clothing stores,   shoe 
stores,   department stores,   variety 
stores,   furniture and appliance stores, 
jewelry stores,   beer distributors, 
drug stores,   office supply stores,   mil- 
iners,   state-owned liquor stores, 
music stores,   and flower shops,   cam- 
era shops,   paint stores,   news stands, 
gift shops,   fisherman's supply stores, 
printing companies,   cold storage and 
ice dealers,   whole sale-re tail gro- 
ceries and super markets,   and all 
wholesale dealers supplying the above 
stores if located in Clatsop County. 

Privately owned kindergartens and 
child nurseries,   photo studios,   theaters 
and other recreational facilities,   laun- 
dries and cleaners,   tailors,   barbers 
and beauty shops,   upholstery,   funeral 
homes,   machine and welding shops, 
car wash,   private business schools, 
music teachers,   repair shops,   unions, 
lodges,   and service organizations, 
building rental services,   garbage col- 
lectors,   insurance and real estate, 
churches,   vending machine operators, 
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Table 1--Continued. 

Sector 
No. Sector Business types 

private parking lots,   trading stamp 
companies,  private employment agen- 
cies,   janitorial service,   credit ser- 
vices,   telephone answering service, 
security police. 

Public Sectors 

Local government divisions make up the public sectors of 

the model.    These sectors are found on the purchasing side of 

partition II of Figure 2,   and on the selling side of partition III. 

Information to be recorded in the respective public sectors 

was gathered from expense vouchers and audit reports of local 

government divisions.    With the aid of local officials a breakdown 

of expenditures by business type was secured for each public sector. 

In addition,   audit reports provided a schedule of revenues and a 

breakdown as to the magnitude and source.    Excellent cooperation 

from all public officials contacted aided in securing 100% of the 

desired information. 

Data used to determine the taxes paid to county sectors by 

the business sectors was determined on a straight percentage basis 

of the total ad valorem taxes received by the specified county 

sector.     For example,   it was determined by budgetary figures the 
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total ad valorem income for education was 52% of all ad valorem 

taxes paid in Clatsop County.    The total county taxes paid by any 

sector multiplied by 52% gave any private sector's tax contribu- 

tion to education.    This figure added to direct revenue such as 

special permits,   and other purchases from local government by 

business gave the total dollar transactions between the business 

and county public sectors. 

The amount of taxes paid to cities within the county by the 

business sectors was estimated by local officials.    This estimate 

added to licenses,   franchise fees,   and other direct purchases from 

city government provided the total transfer of dollars from the 

business sectors to the incorporated municipalities. 

Table 2.    Definition of Public Sectors,   Clatsop County,   Oregon. 

Sector                                              Local public services included in 
No. Sector the sector  

16 Education Includes all six school districts,   inter- 
mediate education district (I. E. D. ), 
Clatsop Community College,   and the 
county superintendent of schools. 

17 County roads        Includes all transactions involved in 
construction and maintenance of county 
roads. 

18 Law enforce-      Includes all transactions concerning the 
ment county sheriff's office including tax 

collection,   all justices of the peace and 
district court. 

19 Health depart-    Includes all transactions of the county 
ment health department. 
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Sector 
No. Sector 

Local public services included in 
the sector 

20 Welfare All funds administered by the county wel- 
fare department,   including federal,   state, 
and local.    Also all salaries,   office sup- 
plies of employees of county welfare de- 
partment. 

21        Port auth- All transactions of the Port of Astoria 
ority as recorded by the county port authority. 

22 General fund All transactions of the following county 
departments:   assessor,   treasurer, 
county commissioners,   elections,   county 
clerk,   county surveyor,   court house 
maintenance,   planning commission,   land 
agent,   humane officer and department, 
veterans service and current expense 
account. 

23        Astoria All transactions conducted by the city 
government, includes all departments 
and divisions. 

24        Warrenton All transactions conducted by the City of 
Warrenton. 

25        Hammond All transactions conducted by the town of 
Hammond. 

26        Gearhart All transactions conducted by the City of 
Gearhart. 

27        Seaside All transactions conducted by the City of 
Seaside. 

28 Cannon Beach     All transactions conducted by the City of 
Cannon Beach. 
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Sample Selection 

Because of the large number of business firms in the popula- 

tion,   a sampling procedure was devised to obtain a representative 

sample in the private sectors of the economy. 

Little information is known about the business population 

parameters or the characteristics of the population.    For this rea- 

son it is difficult to say just what size sample should be drawn for 

any given sector.    A sampling goal was set to obtain a representa- 

tive sample of the Clatsop County economy and force the firms 

having large gross sales into the sample.    The loss of one of these 

firms could seriously bias the data. 

Weighing these factors and using a similar technique as 

Bromley (1967) a stratified sampling procedure was adopted.    The 

businesses in each private sector were divided into a maximum of 

three categories according to their relative magnitude of gross sales. 

Relative gross sales were estimated by the Clatsop County Extension 

Agent,   the Manager of the Astoria Chamber of Commerce,   and 

the Manager of the Clatsop County Employment Office.    All of 

these men have considerable background knowledge of the busi- 

nesses in the county.    After completing this breakdown a random 

sample was drawn from each size group using a random numbers 

table (Chemical Rubber Publishing Company,   1968).    Table 3 
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Table 3.    Sampling Rate and Success Percentages of the Business 
Sectors of Clatsop County in Each Size Group. 

Relative     No.   in      Sampling     No.   in      No.   of     Sample success 
business     popu- rate sample      sue- percentage 
size lation cesses 

Large 
Average 
Small 

6 
217 

1,595 

100% 
50% 
20% 

6 
111 
318 

6 
84 

220 

100.0 
75.7 
69.2 

Total 1,818 23. 9% 435 310 71.7 

shows the initial sampling rate and the sample success percentage 

of the different size groups. 

The total population success percentage was 17. 1%.    Another 

approach to the success percentage rate of the sampling method 

could be total gross output of the sample as opposed to the total 

gross output of the population.    This method shows a total of 

$133, 587, 604 gross in the sample businesses and $248, 713, 931 

gross in the business population for a total of 53. 7% of the busi- 

ness gross sales accounted for. 

The sampling procedure implemented here seemed to be 

satisfactory.    The loss of the number of firms in the sample due to 

refusals was 13. 9%,  and the firms that were out of business or 

otherwise unable to be contacted accounted for 14.4% of the sample. 

The sample was then expanded and cross checks on total output 
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were secured for the agriculture sector from the Census of 

Agriculture (1964).    Also cross checks on total labor purchased 

by various sectors was obtained from the Oregon Department of 

Employment.    In each case where sector definitions were the same 

the results were substantially similar. 
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V.    INTERINDUSTRY MODEL OF CLATSOP COUNTY 

The implementation of the input-output model to Clatsop 

County,   Oregon,   leads to a description of the county through the 

transaction matrix.    The transaction matrix takes a "picture" of 

the county economy and is represented by Table 4. 

The matrix follows the conventional flow of dollars from the 

purchasing sectors of Clatsop County listed across the top to the 

selling sectors in the county listed on the side.    The value of goods 

and services flow from the selling sectors on the left to the pur- 

chasing sectors along the top.    Any element (x..) within the matrix 

shows the interdependency or business transactions f^om one 

sector to another.    The transaction matrix is helpful in describing 

an economy for a given time period (1968 in this study).    It can be 

useful to local public officials and county planners in determining 

the magnitude and flow of goods and services within the county. 

The following detailed explanation of the transaction matrix 

follows closely to Figure 2,   Chapter IV.    It may be helpful for the 

reader to return briefly to this figure as the following explanation 

is presented in similar sections. 
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Table 4 Transactions Matrix Showing Interindustry Flows in Dollars, Clatsop County, Oregon, 1968. Purchases 
Lumber 

Commercial 
fishing 

—rs;— 
processing 

Agriculture 
and fur Manufacturing Lodging 

Cafes and 
taverns 

Service 
stations 

Auto,   sales 
and service 

Commun.   and 
transportation 

Professional 
services Financial Construction Products Services Education County roads 

Law 
enforcement 

 HSTE  
department .   Welfare authority General fund Astoria Warrenton Hammond Gearhart Seaside Cannon Beach Aluminum Household Government Exports 

■Capital form;*" 
and inventory Total output 

1. Lumber 1 4M71S2 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 .    0 171.R80 0 0 119579 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4174 0 135 174 0 »8 6 0 0 63538 851636 5**5*735 98391 6056**52 

2. Commercial fishing 0 10156 2617590 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 6 16896 0 921**3 0 3566305 

3. Fish processing 0 0 25000 0 6000 0 0 0 0 n 0 2500 0 53000 0 0 0 0 0 0 2344 0 446 0 0 0 0 0 6 392800 3080000 35889000 3357*1 39786831 

4. Agriculture and fur 0 0 0 45271 ■      909T70 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 125850 0 2651016 475*8 3799475 

5. Manufacturing 0 6 3711720 0 n 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 o ■ 68666 0 0 0 6 0 1590 0 897 4034 0 0 0 0 6 360900 0 29339*0 42590 712*3*5 

6. Lodging 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5429 0 0 «5o00 0 0 0 n 0 0 57 23010 0 0 0 6 U* 6 7275523 0 203167 495*    , 750731* 

7. Cafes and taverns 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 IB 0 219 0 0 1283 77 3210 0 19 0 tn i» 6 628*390 
0 0 T65844 6395356 

8. Service stations 4J9434 200261 n 129360 962** 0 0 7250* IROOO 14866 17530 0 32099 26742 26786 55280 17418 1052 1390 0 9271 3641 10920 1795 0 1*52 3659 5f6 100000 515**61 »7*00 57317 95*28 659*843 

9. Auto,   sales 
and service 

n5383 83330 95525 1*461 103096 23000 i860 4*002 31327 77364 76670 15334 128189 .    41994 41978 6*291 49169 0 0 0 5521 321 8296 5365 0 1769 9153 2265 snoon 75J0378 161876 351207 5*7197 9580321 

10. 

11. 

Communications 
and transportation 

Professional   , 

1856093 1*62*8 

128876 

1623350 

11536 

1047275 

4429 

7**919 

3989 

696770 

2327 

15*162 

27l7j 

Tfl95J4 

71*2 

29393P 

683T 

?n<»R99 

?327 

130964 

38788 

154442 

26977 

169048 

13574 

603752 

22184 

109329 

20082 

37992 

20681 

0 

18869 

4058 

5599 

1573 

0 

2250 

209583 

1547 

18424 

25911 

11450 

9850 

14078 

1461 

4099 

n 

100 

97* 

J950 

2217 

306*8 

18S 

3395 

6 

50606 

376*132 

316*537 

245564 

37*97* 

139455* 

21059*3 

2034* 

2573* 

13722312 

7452140 

12. Financial 6S2525 10788 432385 137390 163360 1235* 5226 6176 571802 0 6176 33882 192863 99788 165995 0 0 0 0 0 7324 0 0 0 0 75 0 1218 6 2790055 0 2583077 Ml* 7876573 

13. Construction ?7Ti7 410* 102525 14948 57*25 27203 33288* 13298 49299 38855 100614 78981 830757 71867 47492 137668 104259 161 76 0 104663 5840 67680 53246 11903 17296 2M»9 SST0J 6 3173*07 442206 11828228 850250 18669454 

14. Products ?267*»8 173952 69931* 648787 3*5*76 665111 7063*8 1122969 269*89 l')8520 P16R43 180915 347569 1359571 167679 422757 32065 11230 4159 16761 40295 36590 93446 14567 3228 9*ST 3*60* ST22 656*006 ^♦801633 5*7711 92*0657 769585 45394380 

15. Services *i6jt2 31*684 216923 170083 *2l*» 86*959 3*037* 143069 162928 ?1?09 257154 68941" 136919 1129938 248334 110385 64*1 5180 0 38425 2772 10977 75883 6433 72* 2575 10612 122 6 10711*58 168339 *B2767 689*7 16235945 

I, 11*16126 1072399 9535870 2212004 2*72*27 229172* 1568026 1598684 139*314 007920 1144739 567401 1970597 3408836 10613*1 8*9072 2282*1 27499 7206 267027 199208 94864 307897 91114 1597* 35576 117069 6MT9 676*006 75571958 5919706 125297251 3036697 254360046 

16. Education 1363*02 17107 70021 63573 25030 207785 30516 9499 IMSft 3?0663 14901 24064 37603 389589 11517* 70383 0 0 0 0 0 38 2360 708 0 0 0 0 957066 125**01 103771* 6 0 50127i7 

17. 
to 
a> is. 

County roads 60823 731 2992 2717 1069 8S7S 130* 406 692 1370? 637 1028 1607 16647 *921 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 40896 82119 2*2372 0 0 442645 

Law enforcement 7*263 892 3653 3317 1306 10840 1592 495 B*» 16729 777 1255 1962 20326 6009 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 5 0 0 0 13* 0 49933 85*38 0 6 0 229842 

JJ»- Health department 28057 337 1380 1253 *93 4095 602 187 319 6321 294 474 7*1 7679 2270 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 0 0 0 0 0 18865 31770 0 6 0 86297 

20. Welfare 186903 2245 9194 8347 3286 27282 *007 12*7 2125 42105 1957 3160 *938 51156 15123 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 125669 164975 237727 6 0 765777 

21. Port authority 35558 *27 1749 1588 625 5190 762 237 *04 ??15? 372 9920 939 9732 2877 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21! 0 0 0 0 0 1523908 3138* 0 931882 0 1056011 

22. General fund 167*65 2012 8238 7479 29*5 2**** 3590 1117 1904 37726 1753 12184 4*2* 45836 13550 0 0 0 6 0 7195 1859 0 12 0 49 J2» 2i» 112601" 1*7813 0 42023 0 53*166 

23. Astoria 12000 0 25000 0 15000 61000 5000 1*500 7006 15000 7200 3600 3500 147648 96597 0 0 0 0 0 2738 0 57349 0 0 0 0 0 6 7*1*01 15*776 6 0 1321309 

24. Warrenton 0 6 5000 200 0 700 2800 looo 0 2000 50 600 100 34068 5500 0 0 0 6 0 3083 0 415 0 273 6761 0 0 120605 73259 27156 6 0 162965 

25. Hammond 0 0 4515 0 0 40 100 100 0 60 0 0 50 1100 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 51*1 753* 8037 0 26777 

26. Gearhart 0 6 n 0 0 10500 0 300 0 150 SO 0 0 3000 300 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 5200 *605 57719 0 83224 

27. Seaside 0 100 200 0 500 60000 10000 6000 3000 6000 3000 3120 1600 70000 12000 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 111178 57519 46579 0 390796 

28. Cannon Beach 0 6 0 0 0 18000 *0 »50 6 300 100 0 100 7400 200 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 1968 n 691*6 821* 0 0 105938 

I 1868*71 23851 1319*2 88474 5025* 43875* 60313 35538 32474 482908 31091 59405 5756* 804181 2n*621 70383 0 0 0 0 13016 1897 60365 720 273 6810 *68 2187 29*0517 28252*7 81017 10862*0 0 10218*** 

29. Aluminum 

Household 

0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ..:     o 0 0 0 0 0 0 1                    0 0 60000000 0 60000000 

30. 8828*65 149*506 3485000 675000 435000 1789328 1884569 7*0807 1479507 2R5B24B 3105940 1416209 *a*7974 7771713 6*738*5 3370333 196760 176929 7352? 498750 451838 338156 ' 664663 59203 6971 268*1 217*»8 12T3* 6000000 0 0 6 3395*3 53719852 

31. Government 61*2377 281579 1599635 1*278* 3*125 23757* 257*20 152321 230458 1424974 781251 542571 738480 16*7535 751585 0 176*3 350 5569 0 0 17030 17644 906 512 385 12*2 0 3000000 0 0 0 0 15025950 

32. Imports 25*70265 480355 2*505*29 22*902 3377**1 1773673 2*2*226 3939563 6333679 6792413 2529936 5224503 10461891 3038*030 7175960 722929 0 25064 n 0 391949 82219 • 270740 11022 30*7 13612 5*519 21738 *T2B6*63 0 0 6 12590010 1*5285115 

33. Depr,   and Inv. 68387*8 213615 528955 456311 755098 1066261 200802 127930 107889 1355849 159183 66484 592948 1378085 568593 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 1**16751 

34. Total Inputs 6056*452 3566305 39786831 3799*75 712*3*5 759731* 6395356 659*8*3 9580321 13722312 7452140 7876573 18669454 4539*380 162359*5 5012717 **2644 229842 86297 765777 1056011 534166 !l321309 162965 26777 8322* 3907*6 105938 6OO0O000 1    78397205 7700723 18*383*91 15966250 26*578509 
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Clatsop County Transaction Matrix 

Private Business Transactions 

The intermediate sales and purchases within the private 

business sectors are represented by the x.. elements where the 

selling sectors are from  1=1,   2 . ..,   15  and the purchasing sec- 

tors are from j = l,   2,   . . .,   15.    Any cell within this area is the 

value of goods and services transferred within the private sectors 

of the county.    The lumber industry,   as an example,   sold lumber 

products valued at $174, 880 to firms in communications and trans- 

portation.    Commercial fishing sold $2, 617, 590 worth of sea food 

products to fish processing plants.    Professional services (i=ll) 

sold $1, 124, 122 worth of their services to lumber,   $128, 876 to 

commercial fishing firms,   etc.,   across the row to j = 15. 

The matrix may be read down the columns indicating the 

input mix for any given industry listed across the top.    For ex- 

ample,   lumber firms purchased $4, 617, 162 worth of products from 

other lumber firms in the county.    These are termed as intra- 

sectorial transfers and can be found for any sector as the main 

diagonal elements of the matrix.    Lumber also purchased $429, 434 

worth of products from service stations and bulk plants,   $85, 383 

from automotive,   etc.,   down the column for a total of $11, 416, 126 
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from the private sectors of the economy.    The purchases of each 

private sector from j = l,   2,   . . .,   15 may be determined in a 

similar manner. 

Local Government Transfers to the Private Sectors 

The area of the matrix designated by the selling sectors i=l, 

2,   . . .,   15 and the purchasing sectors j = 16,   17,   . . .,   28 is the 

purchases of the local government sectors from the private sectors. 

For example,   the port authority purchased $4, 174 worth of lumber 

products,   $2, 344 worth of goods and services from fish processing, 

etc. ,   down the column for a total of $199, 208 worth of goods and 

services from business firms in the county.    The purchases of 

each of the public sectors from business firms may be found the 

same way. 

Private Sector Transfers to the Public Sectors 

The area of the matrix designated by the selling sectors 

i=16,   17,   ...,   28 and purchasing sectors j = l,   2,   ...,   15 shows 

dollar payments from the private sectors to the public sectors. 

Lumber (j = l) transferred $1, 303, 402 into education in the form 

of ad valorem taxes and purchases of county owned timber.    Lumber 

also transferred $60, 823 to county roads,   $74, 263 to law enforce- 

ment,   etc.,   down the column for a total of $1, 868, 471 to the 
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local government sectors. 

The same procedure may be used for all other private sectors 

such as agriculture (j=4) which transferred $63, 573 to education, 

$2, 717 to county roads,   $3, 317 to law enforcement,   etc.,   down the 

column.    Total agriculture transfers to local government were 

$88, 474. 

Intergovernmental Transfers 

The remaining area of the processing portion is local inter- 

governmental transfers located from i=l6,   17,   . . . ,   28 and j = l6, 

17,   . . . ,   28.    The figures listed in this area indicate dollar transfers 

from sectors across the top to sectors along the side.    A relatively 

small number of transactions are found among the sectors of local 

government. 

Aluminum Sector 

The transaction matrix in Table 4 does not include the alum- 

inum sector listed in i=j = 29.    It is reported here only as a matter 

of convenience in order that the entire matrix need not be dupli- 

cated later when the aluminum sector is introduced.     The values 

found in the aluminum sector column and row are not included in 

the total output or sales of the matrix. 
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Value Added 

The rows i=30,   31,   32 and 33 below the processing portion of 

the matrix and described in Chapter IV as value added deserve 

special attention. 

Households,   i=30,   is a measure of payments to households 

by sectors listed across the top.    Lumber paid households 

$8, 828, 465 for labor,   small quantities of timber,   and other goods 

and services.    Commercial fishing,   j = 2,   paid $1, 494, 506 to house- 

holds primarily for labor services.    Education,   public sector 

j = l6,   paid $3, 370, 333 to households in Clatsop County for teaching, 

administration and janitorial services.    Welfare,   j = 20,   paid 

$498, 750 to households for welfare assistance,   administration,   and 

professional welfare workers.    The welfare sector includes pay- 

ments from all sources including federal,   state,   and local. 

Row i=31,   32,   33 in Table 4 can be interpreted in a similar 

manner.    Government,   i=31,   received $6, 142, 377 from lumber, 

$281, 579 from commercial fishing,   etc.,   through j = 15.    Payments 

made by education,  j = 16 and other local government sectors are 

for state retirement funds,   state association fees and other mis- 

cellaneous payments made directly to government. 

Imports,   i=32,   is a measure of purchases made outside the 

county by county businesses and local government.    This would 
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include payments for basic materials such as the imports of logs 

to mills and pulp plants,   the purchase of fish from fishermen 

living outside Clatsop County by fish processors,   and labor ser- 

vices including some management purchased from residents outside 

the county.    Included in imports would be new cars sold by local car 

dealers,   manufactured items sold by hardware stores and other 

similar items shipped into the county.    It would also include equip- 

ment for schools not purchased from businesses inside Clatsop 

County and all other purchases that were made from firms outside 

the county. 

Depreciation and negative inventory change is a primary input 

into the economy.    It represents the use of capital items such as 

plant and equipment and the decrease in inventories by various firms 

listed in sectors across the top for the year I968.    Lumber,   for 

example,   took $6, 838, 748 in depreciation and negative inventory. 

It should be pointed out that none of the public sectors include 

depreciation or provide for an inventory change. 

Final Demand 

The exogenous portion on the purchasing side of the matrix 

called final demand is located in columns j = 30,   31,   32,   33. 

Households,   j=30,   is the value of goods and services pur- 

chased by households (i. e. ,   individuals) frona the private sectors 
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i=l,   2,   . . . ,   15 and a measure of ad valorem taxes paid to local 

government i= 16,   17,   ...,   28.    For example,   households pur- 

chased $43, 538 worth of lumber products,   $16, 896 from commer- 

cial fishing,   and $392,800 from fish processing.    Households 

transferred $1, 256, 401 to education (1=16),   $82, 119 to county roads 

for maintenance and construction. 

Government,   j = 31,   purchased $851, 636 from lumber,   none 

from commercial fishing,   $3, 080, 000 from fish processors.    Fed- 

eral and state governments transferred $1, 037, 714 into public 

schools in Clatsop County,   $242, 372 for county roads,   and 

$237, 727 for public welfare programs.    The rest of the column 

can be interpreted in the same manner. 

Exports,   j=32,   gives a measure of the value of goods and 

services sold outside Clatsop County that originated or were in- 

volved in some processing activity in the county.    Lumber exports 

were valued at $54, 654, 735,   commercial fishing sold $921, 643 

worth of their catch outside the county,   and fish processors ex- 

ported $35, 889, 000 worth of processed fish.    The entire column 

may be read in the same way including the export of services 

from the local public sectors. 

Capital formation and positive inventory change,   j=33, 

represents the sale of capital items by any selling sector i=l, 

2,   . . .,   28.    Lumber sold $98, 391 worth of materials used for 
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capital construction to all 28 purchasing sectors.    Included in this 

figure is positive inventory accumulation of the lumber firms. 

Note that all of the public sectors are zero in this column.    Public 

sectors do not record inventory change and government capital 

expenditures were not secured for this study. 

Direct or Technical Coefficients 

The direct coefficients are expressions of input values per 

dollar output of any sector listed across the top of the transaction 

matrix.    Restating equation (5),   a.. = x. ./X.   indicates the mathe- 

matical determination of the  a./s  listed in Table 5. 

The columns and rows of the direct  coefficient matrix carry 

the same sector definitions as the transaction matrix.    These 

coefficients,   a.^s,   are determined for primary inputs because 

the direct relationship to output is helpful in determining the 

structure of the required purchases by any industry. 

The matrix is read down by column to determine the mix of 

inputs per dollar output (see Table 5).    Lumber,   j = l,   purchased 

8 cents per dollar output frona other lumber firms,   none from the 

next 6 sectors, . 7 of 1 cent from service stations,   . 1 of 1 cent 

from automotive,   3 cents from communications and transportation 

per dollar output.    The summation row,   /,.,   indicates that lumber 

purchased 19 cents worth of intermediate goods and services 
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Table 5  Matrix of Direct (Technical) Coefficients, Clatsop County, Oregon, 1968. 

Lumber 
Commercial 

fi shing 
Fish 

processing 
Agriculture 

and fur Manufacturing Lodging 
Cafes and 
rtaverns 

Service 
stations 

"* Auto,   sales      Cornmun^lnc^^'roTesn3lon^^T, 

and service      transportation        services 

Purchases 
Construction 

County 
roads 

Law Health 
enforcement department 

Port 
authority- General fund Astoria Warrenton Gearhart' Cannon Beach      Aluminum 
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10. 
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.0002310815 

.6000439593 

.0002070534 

.0006?a3486 

.0001256697 

.0001134798 

O 

.0000050268 

.0167320485 

.0007150988 

.0008730154 

.0003297824 

.0021968825 

.6004179525 

.0019684298 

0 

.0000526389 

0 

0 

0 

o 

.0035133054 

,0001500489 

.0001833151 

.0000601993 

.0004612354 

.0000877274 

.0004133713 

.0021054567 

0 

0 

0 

.0000701810 

.0273497976 

.0011685709 

.0014268201 

.0005390063 

.0035910060 

,0006831362 

.0032174529 

.0080291535 

.0000921378 

.0000052650 

.0013820674 

.0078975280 

.0023692584 

.00*7715874 

.0002038980 

.0002489306 

.0000941308 

.0006265484 

.000!191*90 

.0005613448 

.0007818173 

.0004378177 

.0000156363 

0 

.0015636346 

.0000062545 

.0014403679 

.0000615633 

.0000750586 

.0000283555 

.0001890871 

.0000359372 

.0001693748 

.0021986877 

.0001516336 

.0000151634 

.0000454901 

.0009098018 

.0000682351 

.0016895050 

.0000722314 

.0000880973 

,0000332974 

.0002210089 

,06oo42169n 

.0001987407 

,0007306648 

0 

.0003131419 

0 

•0233680010 

.0009985198 

.6012191094 

.0004606367 

.0030683605 

.00161*3052 

.0027493453 

.0010931103 

.0001457480 

.0000043724 

.0000109311 

.0004372441 

.0000218622 

.0019995599 

.0000854788 

.0001042654 

.0000394518 

.0002626091 

,0000499185 

.0002352344 

.0009661654 

.0000067095 

0 

.0000067095 

.0004025689 

.0000134190 

.0030551358 

.0001305136 

.0001593333 

.0000601785 

.000*011897 

.0012594310 

.0015468656 

.0004570516 

.0000761753 

0 

0 

.0003961114 

0 

.00201*1457 

.0000860764 

.0001050915 

.0000396905 

.6002644962 

.0000562961 

.0002369646 

.0001874720 

.0000053563 

.0000026782 

0 

.0000857015 

.0000053563 

.0085823179 

.000366719* 

.0004477647 

.0001691619 

.0011269236 

.0002143878 

.0010097285 

.0032525612 

.000750*89* 

.00002*2321 

.0000660875 

.6015*20*11 

.0001630158 

.0070937663 

.0003030929 

.00037010*7 

.0001398132 

.000931*518 

.0001771094 

.0008345680 

,0016381553 

.0003387545 

.0000061592 

.0000184775 

.0007391008 

.0000123183 

.0140408884 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

.0068133760 

.0025927760 

.0029194772 

0 

0 

0 

0 

.0000711389 

0 

0 

0 

6 

0 

.0034801916 

0 

0 

0 

6 

0 

0 

.0017861076  .0043444911 

.000003784] 

.0000189206 

0 

.6001596901 

0 

.0434031706 

.0003140825 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

.000073635* 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

.0101953169 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

.0005887725 

0 

.0812385850 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

.00035568*3 

0 

0 

0 

.0159510000 

.0006816006 

,0608322167 

,000314*167 

,0020944833 

.0253984667 

.0008418715  .0020672469  .0018766833 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

.0185769035 

,o6?6l0O833 

6 

y .0308509520  .0066878744  .0033162229  .0232858487  .0070538414  .0577512000  .0094307494  ,0053887560 .0033896568  .0351914459  .00*1720902  .0075*19856  ,0030833253  .0177154309  .0126039621  ,0140408884 .0123256292  .0035513305  .0456857556  ,0044181266  ,0101953169  .0818273575  .0011975558  .020644150*  .0491589506 

29. Aluminum 

30. Household 

31. Government 

32. Imports 

33. Depr.   and inventory 

.2193464410  .3073909831  .2429002497  .6054725982  .3540910429  .3504004407  .2546127321  .2478030102 .1401378003  .0940678218  .1175273143  .0795785172  .1086352606  .0928092200  .0779727943  .18342**782  .5156310715  .1196*3059]  .0835023234  .3487007314  .2009676036 .1811440638  .2787099762  .5635197742  .60675?0634  .5093002019  ,3007630580  .6746021258  .1618922833 

0           0 0 

.1457607496 ,4190638676 .6875917964 

.1014188488 .0789553894 .0402051372 

.4205480964 .1346926300 .6159180911 

.1129168642 .0598981299 .0132947256 

.1776561235 

.0375799288 

.0591929148 

.1200984347 

O00 

,0610502447 .2355211329 .2946777318 

.0047899140 .0312707886 .0403510822 

.4740703882  .2334605362  .3790603682 

.1123312564: .1544318818 .2082920138 

.0230969865 .0240553526 .1038435797 

.5073702482 .6611134420 

.1059804102  .1403471016  .0313980957  .0193984906 .0112615224 

.4949904214 

.0988061633 

0 0 0 0 0 

.4167849772 .179800149] .2596741179 .1712042989 .3987353369 

.1048357921 .0688841454 ,0395555221 .0362938099 .0462914231 

.3394912066 .6632964615 .5603747705 .6693346181 .4419798170 

.0213667098 .0084407267 .0317603289 .0303580531 .0350206286 

0 0 0 

.6723565284 .4445107129 .7697853308 

0 .0398582156 .0015227852 

.1442189934 0 .1090488248 

0 0 0 

.8519647265 

.06*5329502 

0 0 0 

.6512992686 .4378724369 .6330541442 

0 0 .0318814750 

n .3711599595 .1539203169 

0 0 6 

0 0           0 0 0 

.5030337340 .3632865953  .2603353624 .3225151399 ,55655124*1 

.0133534245 .0055594760  .0191208873 .0046260694 .0031781287 

.2049028653 .0676341546  .1137916869 .1635585889 .1395075692 

0 .0.0 0 0 

0 0 

.1202023825 .1000000000 

0 .0500000000 

.2051954917 .6881077167 

0 0 
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from other business in the county per dollar output.    The coeffi- 

cients from i=l6,   17,   . . .,   28 mean that for every dollar pur- 

chased lumber paid 2 cents to education,   . 1 of a cent to county 

roads,   etc.,   down the column.    The row labeled I    indicates 
o 

that lumber paid 3 cents to local government for every dollar of 

production.    The row designated as  L    + L     is a total of all inter- 

mediate goods and services per dollar output in the strictest 

economic sense.    Each column of the entire matrix may be read 

in the same manner. 

The rows including i=30,   31,   32 and 33 are the proportion 

industries across the top paid for primary inputs.    The first 

of these rows is households.    Lumber payments to household per 

dollar output is 15 cents.    Lumber paid slightly over 10 cents 

per dollar output to government,   42 cents for materials and ser- 

vices shipped into the county,   and 11 cents per dollar gross for 

depreciation and depletion of inventory. 

It is interesting to note the sectors that are large importers 

into the community.    Reading across ro'w i=32 the following sectors 

spend more than 40% of each dollar gross for the purchase of goods 

and services outside Clatsop County:    1) lumber,   3) fish processing, 

5) manufacturing,   8) service stations and bulk plants,   9) automotive 

sales and service,   10) communications and transportation,   12) 

financial,   13) construction,   14) products,   and 15) services.     This 
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indicates that Clatsop County is not a self-sufficient community. 

It would be expected,   however,   that few small communities in the 

county would be self sufficient to a large degree. 

The relationships discussed above are helpful in understanding 

the direct influence upon the economy for a dollar change in total 

output.    The total effect due a change in final demand or the addi- 

tion of a new industry does not come into perspective with only the 

direct effects.    The direct plus indirect effects must be explored. 
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VI.    INDUSTRIAL IMPACT 

Economists have long been interested in predicting the in- 

fluence of econoraic phenomena which may appear in the future. 

Due to development of electronic data processing the theory of 

input-output has become practical as one of the economic tools 

and has gained a place in economic predictions of general equilib- 

rium problems,   especially for short periods of time of approxi- 

mately five years. 

The application of this study is to measure the effect of 

the operation of the Northwest Aluminum plant on the Clatsop County 

economy.    The effects on local government and business sectors 

will be measured by the change in total output of each economic 

sector as influenced by the purchase of local products by the 

aluminum plant.    As the model is a static one the assumption is 

made that the county economy will be similar when the plant begins 

operation as it was in 1968.    The economy is described through the 

model for 1968 in the previous chapter and will be used as the 

economic base to predict the industrial impact. 

The purchases by the aluminum plant from businesses within 

Clatsop County were estimated by a Northwest Aluminum plant 

9/ official— .    Estimates of taxes and other local expenditures in the 

9/    Vice President,   Northwest Aluminum Company,   New York, N. Y. 
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public sectors were secured from local officials.    These estimated 

purchases are found in Table 4,   column 29. 

A change is made at this point from the normal methodology of 

input-output analysis.    Traditionally the direct purchases of the 

aluminum plant would appear as a change in final demand.    In 

this study the aluminum sector is included as a local economic 

sector in the processing portion of the transaction matrix.    There 

are several reasons for the validity of such a change.    These are: 

1) The local economy will view the industry as an economic 

sector similar to lumber,   sea foods,   and agriculture. 

2) The aluminum sector will be classified as an economic 

sector in future studies concerning the research project 

of which this study is a part. 

3) It is estimated that the aluminum plant will not sell any 

aluminum ingot locally.    This leaves the a., coefficients 

unchanged for the economic sectors defined in the base 

period. 

4) Some additional information is obtained by utilizing pay- 

ments to households by the aluminum sector and other 

value added information. 
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Direct Aluminum Effects 

Prior to examining the total effects of the aluminum plant 

the direct purchases per dollar output will be discussed.    In 

Table 5,   one finds a total of intermediate purchases from the 

private sectors,   row  I ,   of 11 cents (...27).    This is somewhat 

less than is found in other primary industries.    Lumber shows 

19 cents worth of intermediate purchases per dollar output,   fishing 

30 cents,   and agriculture 58 cents.    The total gross sales of the 

aluminum industry is quite similar to the total gross sales of 

lumber,   $60, 000, 000 and $60, 546, 452,   respectively.    The eco- 

nomic impact to the community however,   is dependent upon the 

amount of purchases the industry makes from businesses and 

individuals in the county. 

Direct Plus Indirect Effects 

To determine the total effect of a new industry of a change 

in final demand of existing industries,   the "R!1 matrix,   [l-A] 

must be computed.    Table 6 presents the inverse or "R" matrix 

for Clatsop County. 

Two particular uses may be made of the inverse matrix. 

The total effect on the local business economy due to a one dollar 

change in final demand is the summation of the   r..'s  for that 
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Table 6  Matrix of Direct and Indirect Coefficients, Clatsop County, Oregon,1968. Purchases 
— 

Lumber 
Commercial 

fishins 
Fish Agriculture Cafes and Service 

stations 
Auto, sales 
and service 

Commun, and 
transportation 

Professional 
services 

County 

 S2S&  

Law 
enforcement 

Health 
department Welfare 

Port 

Hammond Gearhart Seaside 

1. Lumber 1.0830*13992 .0006745451 .0008459516 .00*0*8*999 .002087*301 .0014077494 .0007704119 •0004762633 .0r\-t5ol5n37 •0140713711 .0003725433 .0003724065 .0074099570 .0002269318 .000222001* .0003523527 .0018553332 .000281709* .0007816674 .0001595581 .0050853391 .0007982826 .0006960230 .0038169578 ,0033681109 .002700*9*8 .0006*37659 .0040375*78 .0001722210 

2. Commercial fishing .0000039776 ! [.0028611349 .0660277403 .000015976* ,0000626603 .0000082084 .0000092007 .00001*020* ,omno3o?*9 .0000018549 ,o6000?6T79 ,0000232322 .6660619555 .0000798933 .000001*324 ,0000071568 ,0006073604 .00000*1112 .000004113? ,0000025575 .000150*672 .0000057945 .0000457259 .0000097652 .000010*605 .0000107*53 .0000076979 .0000059867 .0000127504 

3. Fish processing .0000601721 .0000792226 : 1.0007498157 .0002*17786 .0009490792 .0001223231 .0001391346 .0002119308 .000057745a .0000278726 .0000393944 ,0003519754 .0000295638 .0012100779 ,000024310* .00010837*9 .0001114101 .0000622461 ,0000622851 .0000385603 .0022798760 .0000877318 .0004523913 .0001478*98 ,000161*287 .0001626988 .0001165*76 .0000906286 .0001931407 

4. Agriculture and fur .00000697** .0000533213 .0120741727 : 1.0120922727 .1292503956 ,000069**37 .0006353871 .0000188651 .Onnnl1378a .0000032750 ,0600268102 .0000104576 .6660053386 .6000322165 ,0005576879 .0000158312 .0006146006 .0000148365 ,0000019217 .0000343037 .0007352525 .0000145277 .0001351210 .003227*976 .0000543439 .0002853335 .0000204865 .0000065826 .0000164201 

5. Manufacturing .0000539653 .0004125799 .6934254054 .000259*015 1.0001605679 .0005373296 .0002738124 .0001459711 .000088045? .0000749539 .060161021? .0000809170 .6660413084 .0002492791 .00*3151791 .000122*956 .o60il?9737 .6001147529 ,0000148697 .000266175? .0018702052 .0001124097 .0010455154 •02*9731624 .0004204927 .0022078033 .0001585168 .00005093*0 .0001270523 

6. Lodging .0000739371 .0005127752 .0001034089 .0003297338 .0001510935 ' 1.0007959559 .0003300695 .000198*391 .0001580110 .0000411613 .0007150476 .0007569330 .0660600883 .0002057159 ,0053660339 .0001**6213 .0601417634 .6001382169 .06onl3O322 .0003377354 .0000912521 .0002407626 .0185729419 .0002674254 .0002003613 .0002367929 .0001910735 .001649*076 .0000296744 

7. Cafes and taverns .0000040527 .000002582R .0000033657 .0000063557 .00000015*1 .0000315917 1.0000053795 .00000872*3 .000003148i .0000071626 .0000036910 .0000038917 .6000612185 .0000108896 ,0000059837 .00000*9501 .0006020134 .0009537577 .0000007978 .06000l'5ft99 .0017233306 .0001460328 .0025*187** .0000021989 .0007116204 .0000023331 .0007109687 .00018*6513 .0000334384 

8. Service stations ,0084711585 .0577051038 .005962888* .0373252926 .0193**6828 .00157396*2 .0006002209 1.0116053725 .0077446183 .0068058557 .0027074201 .0002886862 .0020328603 .0009687350 .0020331776 .011593165* .0407500173 .0049128531 .0165618646 .0008845125 .00938*3429 .0074460934 .0092236892 .0127157508 .0012155872 .019*788772 .0100597195 .00*33**239 .0022978431 

9. Auto, sales and service ..0025908811 .0250430233 .0059895*92 .0067*05168 .0164503359 .0050229210 .0013557106 .007376931* 1.0038107504 .0063668306 .oToa?6l720 .0023505293 .0074342975 .6014292643 .0030799179 .0136326586 .11415*9506 .0005555071 .00O3109S7<s .0031659375 .0065132167 .001**3*803 .0076590677 .0366042700 .0039748557 ,02657*1657 .0251*96915 .02*3715923 .0015583481 

10. Commun. and transportation .0^58607470 .0472939397 .0589713976 .2893593699 ,1*57563011 .097133*556 .0276969808 .0327646979 .0333890700 1.0171670735 .0195795597 .0209617273 .6168600214 .0147573892 .0139401631 .0105778281 .0696614*35 .0196536232 ,0107922314 .0093667799 .0050849189 .0516129446 .01315918*8 .0201787312 .0072817850 .0197141663 .0108*59038 .0102035935 ,0021972468 

11. Professional services .0515606526 ,0370825363 .0031138**3 .002936039* .0015121651 .0078988750 .0049695788 .0015830283 .0011535890 .0016735944 1.6655310622 .0637814944 .6611228769 .0011976118 .0017909357 .00**268795 .0*3*765376 .6246361473 .0001148573 .2753715008 .0181088168 .0218550217 .011580*907 .0259875606 .0047156239 .026196*770 .0791*93580 .0336350955 .0072231885 

12. Financial .0121464304 .0058065815 .01*3538170 .0383167313 .0292223713 .0035555339 .0023613528 .0021721703 .06 0511*067 .0006814835 .0071000902 1.0047615928 .0115331262 .0027036999 .0108389571 .0016195236 .0099647979 .0004596145 .0001877600 .0011798286 .0087735643 .0006660856 .0020172050 .0072546281 .0058292242 .005921*700 .0029061601 .0195170235 .0006257030 

13. Construction .0023739149 .003008379? .00*5081651 .0074703351 .0107132161 .0088874529 .0557608704 .0033068925 ,0057561853 ,00**077977 .0147013829 .0ill6689J6 1.0470171304 .0030129025 .0040407883 .6297211319 .24B78B6547 .0014795544 .06l?0?746l .0043776690 .1056372270 .0123514084 .05729**237 .3435585892 ,469*936583 .2*65708095 .0711*60612 .5619330150 .0044030118 

M 14- Products .0466469333 .0652929727 .631664*109 .19*1105*03 .0813583712 .0990331642 .1174657520 .1795972579 .03??BD?45o .02009*72*7 .0324871705 .0254058169 .0218636816 1.6333416146 .01378052*1 .0920261769 .0922**1515 .0528947081 .0530958015 .0377593756 .0457039380 .0745134273 .0830698016 .1061818817 .1359*93388 .1356792*16 .0965871164 .0719175107 .1165740123 

-2 15. Services .0108097181 .0950366311 .01*2118582 .0538567*86 .0158325021 .1205838828 .0581466635 .027*964901 .0100767117 .003*864720 .036686*505 .0101782236 .6688625160 .0269291971 1.0172786799 .0260070608 .0236073706 .6253850953 .0618146708 .0616850888 .0067789843 .0241077766 .066765*805 .0478528223 .0353573960 .0*20733*3* .0342675736 .0095*99726 .0039210826 

o 
«/> 16. Education .0250805793 .0075117780 .00*5239779 .026*193212 .0102633906 .0318915092 .0071041638 .0040687811 .0031525725 .0246550887 .0031256521 .0039715908 .0028685227 ,0095838759 ,0080068662 1.015*085085 .0021300816 .0011875669 .0009797323 .0015396831 .0010217519 ,0022294064 .00*13520*9 .0072480169 .0027375733 .0030385669 .0017604225 .002*0*20*2 .0173111375 

17. County roads .0011483021 ,0003164647 .6661905457 .0011133771 .000*3228*6 .0013428541 .000290161* .0001711838 .0001328120 .0010397793 .6601316*87 .0001672497 .666121*595 .0004033598 .000337110? .000057*022 1.0006898397 .0000500241 .06o641?725 .0000646404 .0000426810 .0000908977 .0000943631 .0001199735 .0001136590 .0001130870 .0000741631 .0001015632 .0007268995 

18. Law enforcement .0014020808 ,0003863441 .6002326869 ,001359*730 .0005280130 .0016425631 .00036589*8 .0002093579 .0001627163 .00126966?* .0001668187 .0002043529 .0061*83**2 .0004930931 .000*119409 .0000703968 .00010977*0 1.0000611214 .0000504294 .0000797206 .0000521602 .0001110428 .0001192990 .0001465802 .0001388782 .0001381827 .0004463128 .00012*1005 .0008900374 

19. Health department .0005297095 .0001459357 .0000879075 .0005135312 .000190*3*8 ,0006195752 .0001381004 .0000789796 .0000617600 .000*79603? .0000607727 .0000771365 .0000560175 .0001861318 .0001555401 .0000265781 .0000*1***9 .0000230818 1.0000190429 .0000799258 .0000197427 .0000*19390 .0000633179 .0000553487 .000052*3*3 .00005217*6 .0000342207 .0000466589 .00033624*3 

20. Welfare .0035286195 .0009721012 .6005855114 .603*207587 .001320*517 .0041265737 .0009102912 .0005759463 .0006070799 .0031951463 .00040**866 .0005140778 .0003732261 .0012395192 ,0010359871 .000177007* .0002760*89 .0001537210 .0001268267 1.0001992376 .0001311566 .0002793222 .0002899753 .0003686658 .0003*92659 ,0003*750** .0002278921 .0003121496 .0027398335 

21. Port authority .0007227184 .0002406153. .6001893138 .00099*51*7 .000*379336 .0008907814 .0002063958 .0001367824 .0001837*67 .0016571256 .0000997166 .0013082427 .0000958689 .0067547880 .0002245753 .0000*65568 ,00007*3535 .0000500867 .000044785? .0000490228 1.0000410411 .0001071801 .0002381*59 .0000996121 ,0000809375 .0000935373 .0000560724 .0000930515 .025*292002 

22. General fund .0031922219 .0008830449 .0005**9967 .0031287*65 .0012326814 .0037333841 .0008323772 .0004776240 .0004405595 .0078854728 .0003672804 .0016688017 .0003500967 .0011212868 .0009467267 .0001616030 .0002608673 .0001392385 ,00011*6808 .0001810749 .0069661624 1.0037*52053 .0002652295 .0004149823 ,0003225895 .00091730*9 .0010538247 .0024185084 .0021889006 

23. Astoria .0004946573 .0006374327 .0010930928 .0012035966 .0027*07784 .0090721737 .0013715914 .0030317862 .000985838? .001268036* .0012321149 .0006266861 .00032652*4 .0035867100 .0018748768 .000*19*12* .0006*53963 .0002853147 .0007*53735 .0005135340 .0029605427 .0003995*91 : 1.0*59965962 .0006786373 ,0006*07167 .0007063532 .0005*66535 .0004759246 .000*8511*7 

24. Warrenton .0000*89106 .0000993694 .0001679715 .000272981* .0001026871 .0003408629 .000552376* .0003088572 .0000*16827 .0001719893 .000048598* .0001066363 .0000283791 .0007950980 .0003622163 .000082*157 .000088*091 .0000531919 ,0000*6*82* .0000*93858 .0029616500 .00007*1119 .000*236*13 1.00010*8458 .0103152181 .0813639601 .0000912*85 .0000657159 .00217*7655 

25. Hammond .000001*958 .0000032691 .00011*7806 .0000069159 .0000031370 .0000088984 .0001191381 .0000200379 .0000011026 .0000050758 .0600011849 .0000008483 .000003*705 .0000254317 .0000067333 .00000270*9 .0000037192 .0000016252 .0000016*58 .0000012338 .0000018719 .0000023393 .0000029639 .0000040871 1.00000*8503 .00000*6086 .00000301*0 .0000034690 .0000029278 

26. Gearhart .00000*3067 .0000101706 .600003*3*9 .0000101598 .0000003616 .0013930932 .0000096570 .0000590379 .000003180? .0000128925 .0000102053 .0000031808 .000001910* .0000692863 .0000273806 .000007*3*9 .000008979* .0000047594 .00000*5323 .0000057215 ,0000038666 .0000067522 .0000330337 ■00000924*5 .0000100813 1.0000113487 .0000085202 .0000078343 .0000079610 

27. Seaside .000118*081 .0003016370 .00011*0036 .0005213558 .0003001518 .0081945519 .0018111781 .0012376117 .0004210*55 .000488239* .0005002121 .0004633325 .0001444219 .0016246189 .000830083* .0001867015 .0002805977 .0001263830 .0001073728 .0002155516 ,0001105145 .0001747736 .000355090* .0002776071 .000288*761 .000311035* 1.0002*08916 .0002191899 .0001880164 

28. Cannon Beach .0000097579 .0000188650 .0000074830 .0000*28359 ,0000107484 .0074363511 .0006284*17 .0001017579 ,0000069316 .0000766655 .0000208283 .0000067747 .0000100008 .0001729031 .0000285100 .0000172257 .000020958* .0000105686 .0000104762 .00001099*1 .0000094883 .0000152952 .00006089*7 .000022**72 .0000263870 .0000271336 .0000196837 1.0169487801 .0000197473 

29. Aluminum -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 -0 -0 0 -0 0 0 0 -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000000000 

30. I 1.2599866822 1.3523923562 1.319861*925 1.6861261*85 1.4704834704 1.4073550236 1.2835777930 1.277349810? 1.1650*58656 1.1121807002 1.1316218934 1.0896136856 1.1228041833 1.1059115212 1.0915335196 1,20722*3555 1.5884238503 1.1336933949 1.0952526091 1.3919657731- 
L 
1.2306934523 
OSOFF 

1.202*795944 1 1.3263366919 1.6*23291396 1.68382555*5 1.6149395696 1.3386057629 1.7707095361 1.1863879191 
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industry.    For example,   if final demand for lumber increased one 

dollar there would be $1. 26 of additional intermediate purchases 

made in the county.    This is useful in exploring the relative impact 

between industries in the community.    The summation of the columns 

in the inverse matrix yield output multipliers for the economic sec- 

tors in the community (Hock,   1969).    These are listed in column 4, 

Table 7 for each sector in Clatsop County. 

The total effect on any industry from a dollar change in final 

demand may be read directly from the "R" matrix,   Table 6.    Using 

lumber again as an example,   the sales of the products sector (14) 

would increase 4. 6 cents (r ) for a dollar increase in final 

demand for lumber.    An increase or decrease in any sector may 

be determined in the same manner. 

Industrial Impact 

The direct plus indirect effects on the county economy is 

determined by post multiplying the "R" matrix by the new final 

demand column which is changed only J?y the amount of aluminum 

exports.    The results are presented in Table 7. 

Included in Table 7 listed by sector is the total output of the 

county in 1968,  projected total output of each sector due to the 

aluminum plant,   and the difference between the two.    Column 3 

represents the additional sales of each industry due to the aluminum 



Table 7.     1968 and Projected Gross Output,   and Output and Income Multipliers all by Economic 
Sector for Clatsop County,   Oregon. 

Sector (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Total output Pn ojected Direct plus Output Income 

1968 total output indirect change multiplier multiplier 
in total output 

(2-1) 
(dollars) (dollars) (dollars) 

1 Lumber 60, 564.452 60, 574,585 10, 333 1.26 1.47 
2 Commercial fishing 3, 566, 305 3, 567, 070 765 1.35 1.23 
3 Fish processing 39, 786,831 39, 798,419 11, 588 1.32 1.81 
4 Agriculture and fur 3, 799,475 3, 800,460 985 1.69 1.89 
5 Manufacturing 7, 124, 345 7, 131, 968 7, 623 1.47 2.61 
6 Lodging 7, 597, 314 7, 599,094 1, 780 1.41 1.55 
7 Cafes and taverns 6, 395, 356 6, 397, 362 2, 006 1. 28 1.25 
8 Service stations 6, 594, 843 6, 732, 713 137, 870 1.28 1.53 
9 Automotive sales and 

service 9, 580, 321 9, 673,822 93, 501 1. 16 1.24 
10 Communications and 

transportation 13, 722, 312 13, 854, 147 131, 835 1. 11 1. 18 
11 Professional services 7, 452, 140 7, 585,531 133, 391 1. 13 1. 09 
12 Financial 7, 876,573 7, 914, 115 37, 542 1.09 1. 13 
13 Construction 18, 669,454 18, 933,635 264, 181 1. 12 1. 11 
14 Products 45, 394, 380 52, 388,821 6, 994, 441 1. 11 1.20 
15 Services 16, 235, 945 16, 471, 210 235, 265 1.09 1.07 
16 Education 5, 012, 717 6, 051, 385 1, 038, 668 1.21 1.08 



Table 7--Continued 

Sector (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Total output Projected Direct plus Output Income 

1968 total output indirect change 
in total output 

(2-1) 

multiplier multiplier 

(dollars) (dollars) (dollars) 

17 County roads 442, 644 486, 378 43, 734 1.59 1.31 
18 Law enforcement 229,842 283, 244 53, 402 1. 13 1.05 
19 Health department 86, 297 106,471 20, 174 1. 10 1.02 
20 Welfare 765,777 900, 167 134, 390 1.39 1.23 
21 Port authority 1, 056, Oil 2,581, 763 1, 525, 752 1.23 1.14 
22 General fund 534, 166 665,500 131,334 1.20 1.08 
23 Astoria 1, 321, 309 1,350,416 29, 107 1.33 1.20 
24 Warrenton 162, 965 293,451 130,486 1.64 1.44 
25 Hammond 26, 777 26,953 176 1.68 1.66 
26 Gearhart 83, 224 83, 702 478 1.61 1.50 
27 Seaside 390, 796 402, 077 11, 281 1.34 1.17 
28 Cannon Beach 105, 938 107, 123 1, 185 1. 77 2.61 
29 Aluminum 0 60, 000, 000 * 1.19 1.53 

Total 11, 183,273 

* Sales of aluminum are not included because all are exported. 

ON 
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plant.    All industries show a gain even though they do not all re- 

ceive direct purchases.    This is because of the interdependence 

among sectors as portrayed by the "R" matrix. 

The total direct plus indirect intermediate sales due the 

aluminum plant is $11, 183, 273.    This is $1, 469, 736 greater than 

the direct purchases of the aluminum plant. 

Household Income Multipliers 

One of the advantages of including the aluminum sector in 

the processing portion is the information it yields concerning 

households that would not have been available by changing only 

final demand.    When the sales of an industry increases the assump- 

tion is made that the industry will also make a proportional in- 

crease in the amount of labor.    The model does not allow for 

substitution of capital for labor.    This increase is reflected through 

the household income multiplier.    Termed by some writers as the 

interindustry income multiplier it is the total increase in payments 

to all households per dollar increase in household payments of a 

given industry. 

These multipliers are designated as M    and are computed as 

follows: 
yau. r.. 10/ 

k ahk 

10/   „ 
—    See Moore and Petersen (1955). 
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where: 

k=j      is a given purchasing industry for which the 

multiplier is being determined. 

a, .      is the amount of labor purchased by a sector 

per unit of total output.    This is a row vector 

i=30 in the "A" matrix,   Table 5,   and is the 

same for all M, . 
k 

r..       represents the direct and indirect purchases 

of the j      sector and is a column vector from 

the "R" matrix,   Table 6. 

an ,       represents the a, . element for the j      sector 
hk ^ hj J 

where k=j. 

The income multipliers are listed in column 5,   Table 7 for 

the private and public sectors of Clatsop County.    Using lumber 

as an example the income of all households would increase $1. 47 

per $1. 00 increase to lumber households.    The same method can 

be used to discuss all 29 industries. 

The aluminum industry with a $6, 000, 000 annual payroll would 

add more than this amount to Clatsop County households.    Thus, 

(1. 53)—    x ($6, 000, 000) = $9, 180, 000 

is the estimated direct plus indirect effect on all households in 

Clatsop County. 

— This is the income multiplier for the aluminum sector taken 
from Table 7. 
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Variation of Public Sectors 

It is probable there will be some changes between the rela- 

tionships of the private purchasing sectors and the public sectors 

on the selling side of the transaction matrix.    This means the 

amount of taxes paid by private business and households may be 

changed due to the new aluminum plant.    If the people in the various 

local taxing districts decide the tax rate could be lowered due to 

the increased tax base,   then the mix of purchases by any one 

sector will change.    For example,   if the school boards decided 

all of the additional revenue at the current tax rate from the 

aluminum plant appeared more than adequate to educate the addi- 

tional children who moved into the county as a result of the plant 

the tax rate could be lowered.    This would also change the a./s 

for the education row (i=l6 in the "A" matrix and j = l,   2,   . . . ,   15, 

29).     This would change the product mix and alter the predictions 

made previously. 

A similar effect could be felt if all ad valorem tax rates 

were reduced for other county public sectors. 

The incorporated towns should not be influenced to any great 

extent except for Warrenton.    This town will have a high percentage 

of the aluminum plant built within the city limits.    This will result 

in a considerable increase in revenue to Warrenton.    The increase 
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in revenue is accounted for in the foregoing projection; however, 

the reduction in tax rate which is likely to come for property 

within the city limits is not accounted for. 
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VII.    SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 

Summary 

The Aluminum Sector 

Increasing awareness of problems concerning community and 

area development has given incentives for study among researchers 

interested in the economic implications of community growth.     This 

research has dealt with the possible impact of the addition of a 

large industrial aluminum plant in Clatsop County,   Oregon.    This 

study attempts to measure the effect of the plant on each economic 

sector of the county by use of an input-output model.    Projections 

of the industrial impact are made assuming the Northwest Aluminura 

plant has been under full real operation for a period of one year. 

The economic impact of construction,   future expansion or other 

factors that might affect county growth are excluded from this study. 

It is estimated that the plant will be in full operation in 1972. 

The use of the model varies somewhat from conventional 

form by considering sectors of local government as endogenous and 

utilizing information concerning the industrial injection as a new 

economic sector.    By placing local government inside the processing 

portion of the matrix the relationships with business sectors were 

studied and the direct and indirect effects of industrialization on 
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these public sectors were estimated.    Through formation of a 

separate sector in the model for the aluminum plant more 

economic information was gained concerning households and 

the sector was viewed the same as the community will view it. 

The aluminum plant appears to affect the Clatsop County 

economy.    The business sectors in the community will gain 

approximately $8, 000, 000 in business activity annually.    Busi- 

nesses in the products sector stand to gain the most with nearly 

a $7, 000, 000 increase in gross income expected.    This is a 15.4% 

increase over the original total output for the sector of $45, 394, 380. 

A high proportion of this increase will go for the purchase of gas 

and electricity for operation of the plant.    The sector least 

affected is commercial fishing with less than $800 increase ex- 

pected or only . 02% of the I968 total output of $3, 566, 305. 

The public sectors also appear to be greatly affected by 

the aluminum plant.    Under the current tax rate structure local 

government could gain approximately $3, 000, 000.    Education may 

gain about $1, 038, 000 and the economic sector of Hammond would 

gain the least with about $200.     The port activity may increase by 

$1, 500, 000 in additional business.    It is not known at this time 

whether or not the revenue will be channeled through the port 

authority.    In any case the benefits should be similar to the com- 

munity.     These portage expenses will not vary greatly regardless 
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of whether or not the port authority is in charge. 

Households will gain approximately $9, 000, 000 from the 

$6, 000, 000 estimated aluminum plant payroll.    This means an 

additional $3, 000, 000 in benefits would occur to households 

other than those directly associated with the aluminum plant 

payroll. 

Direct Relationships "Within the Community 

The proportion of gross income spent for intermediate 

goods and household goods and services from local sources point 

to a number of differences between sectors in the county.    These 

differences may be pointed out by examining Table 8.    Column 1 

in Table 8 represents the total intermediate purchases by sector 

from local business sectors.    Looking at the business sector pur- 

chases (entries 1-15) agriculture was the greatest with purchases 

per dollar gross output of 58 cents and service activities spent 

the lowest locally with 7 cents.     The public sector purchases 

(entries 16-28) range from 65 cents for Cannon Beach to 8 cents 

for the county health department per dollar gross output.     The 

lowest of the incorporated towns is Astoria with 23 cents per 

dollar gross output spent in the community for intermediate goods. 

The aluminum sector would spend about 11 cents per dollar gross 

output within the community. 
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Table 8.    Summary of Direct Purchases from Business,   Local 
Government,   Households,   and Leakages Expressed 
Per Dollar Gross Output by Each Economic Sector 
in Clatsop County,   Oregon.     Purchases Are Listed 
in Cents Per Dollar Gross Output by Each Sector. 

Sector Busj.> Local Sum- House- Leak- 
nesses govern- 

ment 
mation holds ages 

a/ 

& 2^' 3 & 5 
(1+2) 

1 Lunaber 19 3. 1 22.1 15 63 
2 Commercial 

fishing 30 .7 30.7 42 27 
3 Fish processing 24 . 3 24.3 9 67 
4 Agriculture and 

fur 58 2.3 60.3 18 22 
5 Manufacturing 35 . 7 35,7 6 58 
6 Lodging 30 5.8 35,8 24 40 
7 Cafes and taverns 25 • 9 25.9 29 45 
8 Service stations 24 .5 24.5 11 63 
9 Automotive sales 

and service 15 . 3 15.3 15 69 
10 Communications 

and transportation    6 3.5 9.5 21 69 
11 Professional ser- 

vices 11 .4 11.4 42 46 
12 Financial 7 .8 7< 8 18 73 
13 Construction 11 .3 11.3 26 63 
14 Products 8 1.8 9.8 17 73 
15 Services 7 1.3 8.3 40 52 
16 Education 17 1.4 18.4 67 14 
17 County roads 52 0 52.0 44 4 
18 Law enforcement 12 0 12.0 77 11 
19 Health department 8 0 8.0 85 6 
20 Welfare 35 0 35.0 65 0 
21 Port authority 19 1. 2 20.2 43 37 
22 General fund 18 .4 18.4 63 18 
23 Astoria 23 4.6 27.6 50 21 
24 Warrenton 56 .4 56.4 36 7 
25 Hammond 60 1.0 61.0 26 13 
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Table 8--Continued. 

Sector Busi-      Local       Sum-        House-    Leak- 
nesses     govern- mation     holds ages 

ment a/ 

i*/ 2S/ 3 
(1 + 2) 

& 5 

26 Gearhart 43 8.2 51. 1 32 17 
27 Seaside 30 . 1 30. 1 56 14 
28 Cannon Beach 65 2. 1 67, 1 12 20 
29 Aluminum 11 4.9 15.9 10 74 

a/ 
— Leakages recorded in column 5 consist of summing row 
31,   32 and 33 in Table 5. 

hi v — Column (1) is a listing of the row labeled I   in Table 5, 
rounded   to the nearest cent. 

c I \ 
— Column (2) is a listing of the row labeled I     in Table 5, 
rounded to the nearest tenth of a cent. 

— Column (4) is a listing of the household row 30,   Table 5, 
rounded to the nearest tenth of a cent. 

Column 2 represents the proportionate dollar transfer 

listed in cents of business sectors and local government sectors 

to local government per dollar gross output.    The assumption is 

made that an equal value of goods and services are received 

for taxes paid.     The business sectors  (entries  1-15) show a 

range of 5.8 cents for lodging and . 3 of one cent for automotive 

sales and service and construction. 

The total intermediate product purchases per dollar gross 

output is represented by column 3.     There is still considerable 
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variation in sectors ranging from 67 cents for Cannon Beach to 

7. 7 cents for the financial sector.    The financial sector is rela- 

tively low in both intermediate purchases from businesses and 

transfers to local government. 

The direct purchases from households per dollar gross 

sales is represented in column 4.    This is simply the household 

row of Table 5 and represents the amount business and local 

government pay to household for labor services and the sale of 

small quantities of other products.    The range in the business 

sectors is 42 cents for commercial fishing and professional 

services to 6 cents for manufacturing.    The differences in these 

household purchases is primarily due to the different amounts of 

labor and capital required by the sectors. 

The local government sectors show that the county health 

departnaent spends 85 cents of every dollar for household ser- 

vices and that Cannon Beach spends only 12 cents. 

Implications 

Direct Purchases 

There are a number of economic relationships which are 

brought in the open by the type of input-output study presented 

here.    Sectors may vary widely in their impact on the local 
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economy.    If a sector is low relative to other sectors in inter- 

mediate products purchased locally it may also be low in pur- 

chases from households.    This possibility exists due to the 

magnitude of leakages which take place in each sector.    These 

leakages may be due to the purchase of products manufactured 

outside the county,   corporation profits or returns to outside man- 

agement,   or the use of capital items in the form of depreciation 

and a decrease in the value of inventory items.    The summation 

of these leakages is found in column 5,   Table 8.    These leakages 

are determined by summing rows 31,   32,   33 in Table 5 and repre- 

sent an estimation of leakages per dollar output of each sector. 

As the economy stands in 1968 the financial sector and the products 

pector are high in leakages with 73 cents per dollar gross output. 

The aluminum sector would appear to be the sector with the 

largest leakages of 74 cents.    The local government sectors are 

generally lower in leakages with welfare as the lowest showing no 

leakages. 

The incorporated cities within the county show differences 

in the amount of leakages,   payments to households,   and inter- 

mediate purchases.    Astoria the largest city with a 1965 population 

of 10, 500 (Cooperative Extension Service,   1964,   p.   36) shows 

27. 6 cents per dollar gross output for local purchases,   50 cents 

for payments to households and 21 cents leakages.    Cannon Beach 
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with a population of 520 in 1965 shows 67 cents for local pur- 

chases,   12 cents for payments to households,   and 20 cents leak- 

ages.    The differences in input structures here between incorpor- 

ated cities may indicate differences with respect to economies or 

diseconomies of scale.    Efficiency in local government is not 

covered in this study but does point out that if economies of scale 

do exist there could be some exchanging of service activities be- 

tween towns. 

The same possibility may exist between Clatsop County and 

other neighboring counties in their attempt to provide public ser- 

vices. 

Employment 

The area of employment and employment trends is of in- 

terest to local people involved in industrial development.    There 

is a need to answer questions concerning shifts in employment 

patterns and increases in numbers employed.    Input-output 

models have been used to determine employment impact on an 

area (Miller,   1957).    Dynamic employment projections would be 

beneficial to communities experiencing either an expansion or 

contraction of employment opportunities. 

There are implications involved in Clatsop County with the 

employment of a large male force in the aluminum plant.    The 
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implications arise when one considers the number of women 

employed in the sea foods processing industry and what effect 

additional families 'will have on this work force.    The supply of 

women eligible to work in Clatsop County would be expected to 

increase. 

Taxing 

The projections made in this study do not take into con- 

sideration the possibility of a decrease in tax rates due to the 

increase in tax base from the aluminum plant.    This problem 

could be examined and alternatives evaluated.    A different 

impact would be felt if the tax rates were changed,   or if the 

distribution of tax funds were changed. 

There is a possibility enrollment in some school districts 

within the county may be influenced more than others by the new 

industry.     This possibility may influence the distribution of costs 

and benefits of growth.    First,   the school district -where the plant 

is located could experience a considerable increase in revenue. 

Second,   the neighboring school districts may experience a popu- 

lation increase from plant workers. 
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Further Research 

The economic model presented in this study is a static one. 

The model should be tested with respect to the influence of tech- 

nology on a local economy over time.    Chenery and Clark (1959) 

give details on methods for implementing a dynamic model from 

the static one. 

There are a number of uses that may be made of the Clatsop 

County model.    If the anticipated expansion or contraction of any 

economic sector is known then the direct plus indirect effects 

upon businesses and households may be determined.    For example, 

if the Port of Astoria was expanded so that revenue was increased 

and could be estimated the economic impact on each sector could 

be predicted. 

Households were treated as exogenous to the model in this 

study.    It would be beneficial to include them inside the processing 

sector   to determine what the direct,   indirect,   and induced effects 

would be of a change in final demand.    The induced effects take 

place when households spend,   for example,   some portion of the 

$9, 180, 000 of direct and indirect benefits back in the community. 

In order to determine these relationships households throughout 

the county would have to be interviewed to determine their spending 

patterns. 
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Conclusions 

Community development and industrial impact present a 

number of sociological and economic problems for local policy 

makers to solve.    This study is an attempt to predict the eco- 

nomic impact on business,households and local government in 

Clatsop County,   Oregon,   due to the operation of the Northwest 

Aluminum plant.    The predictions are presented as an estimate 

after the plant is in full operation.    The relevance of this study 

is also increased when other areas similar to Clatsop County 

seek out answers to community development and industrial 

impact questions. 

Limitations 

There are a number of areas which this study does not 

or can not include.    The physical relationships of the aluminum 

plant to the county is not discussed.     The probability of pollution 

from the plant and this effect on the community is not included. 

Sociological factors that are incorporated into the values of the 

people and may have as much or more influence on the social 

decision making framework are not touched upon by this study. 
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The model is a static one and the economic projections 

are made under the assumption the relationships between 

economic sectors will not change from 1968 until 1972. 
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APPENDIX I 

BUSINESS QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE INPUT- 
OUTPUT  MODEL 

BH-24/69 Summer,   '69 
Hello,   I'm ,   and I'm conducting an economic survey 
for Oregon State University.    I would like to ask you a few ques- 
tions if you don't mind.    The information you give is strictly con- 
fidential and the results of this interview and others are tabulated 
for Clatsop County as a whole -- not for any one person or busi- 
ness.  
1 -    First,   from the sale of what products or services do you 

derive the major part of your income? 

2 -   $    Next,   may I ask what your total sales of 
merchandise and services were during 
1968?    This can be either the calendar or 

 fiscal year,   whichever is easier for you. 
3 - $     What was the approximate amount (or 

0 None                   percentage) of your sales to private indivi- 
duals during I968?    Do not include busi- 
nesses or any form of government -- just 

 private consuraers or individuals.  
4 -   During 1968,   did you sell any merchandise or services to 

any government agency,   either local,   state,   federal or other? 
(If NO,   circle all four O's) 

     (If YES)   What was the amount (or percentage) 
0 of your sales to all units of the federal gov- 

■> ernment?    Please include both local and non- 
local units or agencies of federal govern- 
ment. 

What was the amount (or percentage) of your 
your sales to agencies of the Oregon State 
Government?    This includes both local and 
nonlocal units of the state government. 

What was the amount (or percentage) of your 
sales to all agencies of the local government? 
This includes all city governments in the 
county as well as the county government. 



5 "   $. 
0 None 
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What was the amount (or percentage) of 
your sales to any other governments other 
than those already mentioned?    This includes 
other city governments not located in Clatsop 
County,   other county governments,   other 
state governments,   and foreign governments? 
Out-      What was the total amount (or per- 
side       centage) of your sales to businesses 

outside Clatsop County in 1968. 
Again,   either the calendar or fiscal 
 year.  

0 None 
In-         What was the total amount (or per- 
side       centage) of your sales to businesses 
 inside Clatsop County in 1968?  

INTERVIEWER:    The sum of questions 3, 4, 5, 6 must equal 
 the amount in #2 or total 100%  
Now,   would you please think of the sales you made to busi- 
nesses within_Clatsop County during 1968.     (HAND RESPON- 
DENT CARD)    On this card are some types of businesses. 
As I read off each type,   will you please tell me the amount or 
percentage of your sales,   if any,   which you made to that type 
of business in Clatsop County?    (INTERVIEWER:    Go through 
list one at a time.    The sum for all businesses must equal the 
amount in #6 or total 100%. ) 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

(a) Lumber and Lumber Products 
(b) Commercial Fishing 
(c) Fish Processing & Products 
(d) Agriculture and Fur 
(e) Manufacturing 
(f) Lodging 
(g) Cafes and Taverns 
(h) Service Stations and Bulk Plants 
(i) Automotive Sales and Service 
(j) Communications and Transportation 
(k) Professional Services 
(1) Financial 
(m) Construction 
(n) Product Oriented - Wholesale - Retail 
(o) Service Oriented - Wholesale - Retail 
(p) Other (Specify)   
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1 Corporation 
(Ask 9 & 9a) 

2 Other (Skip to 
#10) 

Is this business a corporation,   or some 
other kind of ownership? 

9 -    $ 
0   None 

About how much in wages were paid to 
employees and officers of the corporation 
who lived inside Clatsop County during 
1968?    Please include all wages,   including 
bonuses,   profit-sharing and firm contribu- 
tions to retirement. 

9a - $ 
0 None 

How much in wages,   if any,   were paid to 
employees and officers outside of Clatsop 
County? 

INTERVIEWER:    If you asked #9 and 9a,   skip now to #11. 
Questions 10 and 10a are to be asked only of businesses 
which are not corporations. 

10 - $ 

10a - $ 
0   None 

About how much was paid in wages to 
employees and owners of the business who 
lived in Clatsop County during 1968? 
(INT:    Be sure to include money drawn by 
owner(s) as wages). 

About how much in wages, if any, were 
paid to employees and owners who lived 
outside of Clatsop County during 1968? 

ASK OF EVERYONE 

11  -     $_ 
0   None 

(If NONE,   skip 
to #17) 

Did this business buy any new equipment, 
machinery,   buildings or other capital 
items during 1968? 

(If YES)    What was the total amount of these 
capital item purchases during 
1968? 

12 -    $ 
0   None 

Of the capital item purchases you made in 
1968, what amount (or percentage), if any, 
was purchased from individuals? 

13 - Were any of these capital items purchased from any govern- 
ments, either local, state, federal or other? (If NO, circle 
all four O's). 
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(If YES)   What was the amount (or percentage) of your capital 
item purchases from the federal government?    From the state 
government?    From local governments?  From any other 
government not already mentioned? 

Federal State Local 

Other Gov't 

14 -    $    Of these capital item purchases you made 
0     None in 1968,   what amount (or percentage),   if 

any,   was purchased from firms or busi- 
nesses outside of Clatsop County? 

15-      $   Of the capital item purchases you made in 
0 None 1968,   what amount (or percentage) was 

bought from firms or businesses inside 
Clatsop County? 

INTERVIEWER:    The sum of questions 12,   13,   14 and 15 must 
equal the amount given in #11 or total 100%. 

If the answer to #15 was NONE,   skip to #17. 
If an amount or percentage is given in #15,   ask #16. 

16 -    Now,   will you please think of the purchases of capital items 
which you made from businesses within Clatsop County 
during 1968.    On this card are the same types of businesses 
you read before.    As I call off each type,   will you please 
tell me the amount (or percentage),   if any,   which was pur- 
chased from that business group in Clatsop County? 

(INTERVIEWER:    Go through the list on the following page 
one at a time.    The sum of all items must equal the amount 
given in #15 or total 100%.) 

$  (a)   Lumber and Lumber Products 
$  (b)   Commercial Fishing 
$  (c)   Fish Processing Products 
$  (d)  Agriculture and Fur 
$  (e) Manufacturing 
$  (f)   Lodging 
$  (g) Cafes and Taverns 
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$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

(h) Service Stations and Bulk Plants 
_ (i) Automotive Sales and Services 

(j) Communications and Transportation 
(k) Professional Services 

_ (1) Financial 
_ (m) Construction 
'(h) Product Oriented    - Wholesale - Retail 

_ (o) Service Oriented - Wholesale - Retail 
_ (p) Other (Specify)  

ASK OF EVERYONE   (Interviewer:    Refer to #8 to determine 
which wording to use) 

17 $ Fed.    (If CORPORATION)   What is the approxi- 
mate amount of taxes which your firm paid 
to the federal government in 1968? 

(If OTHER)   What is the approximate amount 
of taxes which your firm paid to the federal 
government in I968?    Please include taxes 
on wages the owner,   or owners,   drew from 
the business. 

jState  How much in taxes did your firm pay to 
the State of Oregon in 1968?    (If other than 
corporation,   include taxes on wages the 
owner(s) drew from the business.) 

$ City    What was the approxiraate amount of taxes 
or       which your firm paid to this county and to 

County    cities within the county in I968? 

18 -    $ 
0   No 

Did your firm pay any taxes to states out- 
side of Oregon in 1968?     (If YES) About 
how much? 

18a - $ 
0   No 

Did your firm pay any taxes to city and 
county governments outside Clatsop County 
in 1968?    (If YES)   About how much? 

19 -     1 Yes (Continue) 
2 No (Skip to 

#26) 

Did your firm receive any interest,   rent, 
royalties or dividends during I968? 

20 $ What was your firm's total receipts from 
interest,   rent,   royalties or dividends during 
1968?  
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21 -    $  How much (or what percentage) of these 
0   None receipts,   if any,   were paid to you by 

private individuals? 

22 -    During 1968,   did you receive any interest,   rent,   royalties 
or dividends from any government body?    (If NO,   circle all four 
O's) 

(If YES)   How much (or what percentage) was received from 
(federal) (state) (local) (other governments not 
already mentioned)? 

Federal State Local Other Gov't 
0 0 

23 -    $  During 1968,   did you receive any interest, rent, 
0   None or dividends from businesses outside Clatsop 

County? 

(If YES)   What was the total amount (or 
percentage)? 

24 -    $  During 1968,   did you receive any interest, 
0   None rent,   royalties or dividends from busi- 

nesses _inside^ Clatsop County? 
(If NO,   skip to #26)    (If YES)   What was the total amount (or 

percentage)? 

(INTERVIEWER:    The sum of questions 21,   22,   23 and 24 
must equal the amount in #20 or total 100%. 

If the answer to #24 is YES,   continue with #25 on the 
following page. ) 

25 -    Again,   here is list of types of businesses in Clatsop County. 
As I read off each one,   will you please tell me the amount 
or percentage,   if any,   which came from interest,   rent, 

. royalties or dividends from any of these types of businesses 
within Clatsop County.    (INT:    The total of the amounts re- 
corded must equal that given in #24 or total 100%.) 

$ _(a) Lumber and Lumber Products 
$ (b) Commercial Fishing 
$ (c) Fish Processing and Products 
$ (d) Agriculture and Fur 
$ (e) Manufacturing 
$ (f) Lodging 
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$ (K) 
$ (h) 

$ (i) 
$ (i) 
$ (k) 

$ (1) 
$ (m) 

$ (n) 

$ (o) 

$ (P) 

ASK OF EVERYONE 

$ 

Cafes and Taverns 
Service Stations and Bulk Plants 
Automotive Sales and Services 
Communications and Transportation 
Professional Services 
Financial 
Construction 
Product Oriented - Wholesale - Retail 
Service Oriented - Wholesale - Retail 
Other (Specify)   

26 -    $  What was the total amount of deprecia- 
tion taken by your firm in 1968? 

27-1 Higher (Ask 27a)      Was your inventory higher or lower at 
2 Lower (Ask 27a)       the end of 1968 than it was at the begin- 
3 Same (Skip to #28)   ning of the year) 
4 D. K.   (Skip to #28) 
5 No inventory (Skip to #28) 

27a - $  About how much (higher) (lower) was your 
inventory at the end of 1968? 

28 -    X   I hereby certify this interview was actually taken with the 
person listed below and represents a true and accurate 
account of the interview. 

 ,1969 
(Respondent) (Firm) (Date) 

Phone No. 
(Interviewer's Signature) 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY      Interview verified by 
Date 

INTERVIEWER:   If any of the information needed has to be obtained 
elsewhere,   please use this space to identify the 
person,   firm,   location and telephone number (if 
available). 


